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Abstract: 
 
Canadian composer Barbara Pentland (1912 – 2000) is primarily recognized for her piano 
and chamber music. She composed a number of art songs worthy of study and performance, yet 
audiences are generally unfamiliar with her solo vocal music, and singers largely neglect the 
repertoire. Despite the quality of her output, limited scholarly consideration has been given to her 
solo vocal works, and, to date, there exists no performance guide to her vocal-piano literature 
with in-depth attention given to the performance requirements. This document is a study of four 
representative works suitable to the soprano Fach, each representing distinctive stylistic periods 
and exhibiting diverse aesthetic influences on Pentland’s approach to composition: Ruins (Ypres, 
1917) (1932), Song Cycle (1942-45), Three Sung Songs (1964) and Ice Age (1986). The 
introductory chapter of this document includes the statement of purpose for this study, 
background information, review of related literature, and methodology. Chapters 2 through 5 
discuss each of the four vocal works, with particular attention given to the components of style 
of each song and performance considerations. The final chapter is a summary of findings and 
conclusions. Appendices include an up-to-date discography of recordings of Pentland’s art songs 
and a list of published scores for solo voice(s) currently available from the Canadian Music 
Centre. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Statement of Purpose 
Canadian composer Barbara Pentland (1912 – 2000) is considered a seminal figure in 
Canadian music. In a 2012 concert review in The Chronicle Herald, the year of her centenary, 
author Stephen Pedersen expresses concordance with this regard, emphasizing Pentland’s place 
in history as one of the first female composers to persevere in an exceedingly male-dominated 
profession, achieve career success, and leave a significant mark on her country’s musical history: 
“Canadian composer Barbara Pentland…fought her way through extreme historic prejudices 
against female composers…[and] made a name for herself as one of Canada’s pioneer classical 
composers.”1  
Pentland addresses these prejudices in a personal letter, as quoted in Janette Marie 
Tilley’s master’s thesis, “Representations of Gender in Barbara Pentland’s Disaster of the Sun”: 
When I was struggling to be a composer, the fact that I happened to be also a female 
didn’t at first concern me, because just to get the education I needed occupied all my attention. 
About the age of 19 I was signing my compositions using my initials with the surname (and was 
referred to as Mr. until someone advised me to use my first name), so I must have been aware, 
but the real impact came later. I was naïve enough to believe that if I wrote good music that was 
what mattered, and I was so absorbed in putting music first in my life, I thought others would 
[be] too. It only came to me poco a poco that others thought differently, and the discrimination 
was very real. It is much more subtle, less obvious than racial discrimination, and therefore more 
lethal in its effect.
2
 
 
                                                        
1 Stephen Pedersen, “Series honours Pentland’s centenary,” The Chronicle Herald, last modified 
November 25, 2012. 
2 Janette Marie Tilley, “Representations of Gender in Barbara Pentland’s Disasters of the Sun” (MM 
Thesis, University of British Columbia, 1997), 7.  
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Two of Pentland’s contemporaries, Violet Archer (1913 – 2000) and Jean Coulthard 
(1908 – 2000), were also prominent female composers in Canada.3 Musicologist Dr. William 
Bruneau documented the historical significance of this occurrence: “There is no analogous group 
of women composers in the national histories of any other country in the developed world, 
regionally-defined but with unarguable international importance.”4  Each of these women made 
distinct contributions to the body of Canadian music literature. Archer assimilated the influences 
of her mentors, Bartók and Hindemith, as well as incorporated the Canadian folk song tradition 
in her writing. Coulthard held the tradition of the French modernists in high-esteem and absorbed 
into her writing the tonality, coloristic harmonies and rhythmic vocabulary associated with the 
impressionistic style of Debussy that appealed to concert audiences.
5
 Pentland, however, 
passionately, and unapologetically, advocated for experimentation and avant-gardism in her 
compositional approach throughout her lifetime
6
, regardless of whether audiences deemed her 
music ‘friendly and approachable’ or not.  
Authors Sheila J. Eastman and Timothy McGee, in their book Barbara Pentland – the 
first extended study on the composer’s life and works – echo Pentland’s persistent quest to 
establish her own unique, modern voice in the world of twentieth century Canadian composition, 
regardless of her gender: “Barbara Pentland and her music have long been the centre of 
controversy. As a woman in what many saw as a man’s field, her role as composer provoked 
negative reactions into the 1950s, and her music receives a wide range of responses to this day. 
Yet even her severest critics acknowledge the highly personal and impassioned quality of her 
                                                        
3 Violet Archer, Canadian Composer Portraits, CMC-CD 8502, 2002. Compact Disc Recording. 
4 William Bruneau, “In Memoriam: Three Canadian Composers,” International Alliance for Women in 
Music Journal 6, mo. 3 (2000): 19. 
5 D. Maves, “The Art Songs for Voice and Piano by Canadian Composer Jean Coulthard: an Eclectic 
Analysis of Selected Works” (Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1997), 5.  
6 Sheila Eastman and Timothy J. McGee, preface to Barbara Pentland, by Sheila Eastman and 
Timothy J. McGee (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), 57. 
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compositions.”7 They go on to say, in the preface of the book, “There is no need to write a 
justification for [this study]. For many years [Barbara Pentland] has been considered one of the 
finest Canadian composers, and the absence of studies of her work – or of that of a number of 
fine Canadian artists – is to be deplored.”8 
Although Pentland is considered to be the country’s “best mid-century modernist, 
listeners can go season after season without hearing any of Pentland’s major works.”9 She is 
primarily recognized for her piano and chamber contributions, and often overlooked is the fact 
that she pursued an interest in writing for the voice throughout her career of nearly sixty years. 
Despite the impressiveness of Pentland’s complete catalogue of works, there is a noticeable lack 
of scholarly attention that has been given to her solo vocal compositions in particular. Performers 
largely neglect the repertoire, leaving audiences unfamiliar with a significant portion of the 
composer’s output. This is regrettable, given the fact that Pentland wrote a number of art songs 
worthy of study and performance. She is recognized for producing “effective settings for 
voice,”10 and one can discover a progressive journey of varying technical and stylistic influences 
by exploring her vocal works alone.  
It is my intention with this study to substantiate that Barbara Pentland's compositions 
indicate the following four distinct aesthetic shifts in compositional approach over her lifetime, 
as inspired by particular composers and teachers that served to inspire the development of her 
                                                        
7 Eastman and McGee, iii. 
8 Ibid., vii. 
9 “B.C. music centre to host celebration of Canadian musician Barbara Pentland / Festival to feature 
Pentland-related projects and performances,” Andrea Ayotte, The Vancouver Sun, last modified 
August 23, 2012, https://www.musiccentre.ca/node/68848. 
10 Elaine Keillor, ““By a Canadian Lady” Piano Music 1841 – 1997,” Carleton Sound, accessed 
February 20, 2015, http://www3.carleton.ca/carletonsound/cscd1006.html. 
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own musical identity
11
: post-romantic chromaticism, neo-classicism, elements of serialism and, 
in the height of her maturity, the application of aleatoric techniques as a means of experimenting 
with new and innovative sounds. Carolyn Hart, in her 1995 doctoral dissertation on selected 
vocal works by Pentland, refers to these shifts as an “evolution” of writing techniques,12 possibly 
referencing author Clifford Ford’s 1982 account that “[Pentland’s] style evolved through various 
stages”13 of her career. However, Hart’s use of the term “evolution” (the process of working out 
or developing
14
) and Ford’s use of the term “evolved” (having developed by a process of 
evolution
15
) are arguably misapplied. What they likely intended to impart was that Pentland was 
being derivative in her stylistic transitions during her lifetime, as many composers are to one 
degree or another - not evolutionary, per say. That being said, no matter what her source of 
inspiration, Pentland’s songs display uniqueness of voice and quality of content throughout her 
lifetime, and they deserve greater attention in the world of contemporary Canadian vocal music. 
To date, there exists no guide to Barbara Pentland’s vocal-piano literature that gives 
thorough attention to the requirements of the performer. This study is an in-depth focus on 
selected major works in Pentland’s repertoire for voice and piano for the purpose of producing a 
useful performance guide. The document will center upon four compositions in her active 
catalogue that are suitable to the soprano Fach and will devote a chapter to each. These works, 
representing contrasting stylistic periods and aesthetic influences on Pentland’s writing, are as 
follows: 
                                                        
11 Clifford Ford, Canada’s Music: An Historical Survey (Agincourt, Ontario: GLC Publishers Ltd., 
1982), 222. 
12 Carolyn Hart, “Form and Poetry in Selected Songs of Barbara Pentland” (DMA document, 
University of British Columbia, 1995), ii. 
13 Ford, 222. 
14 Merriam-Webster Dictionary, s.v. “Evolution,” accessed September 7, 2015, http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/evolution. 
15 Merriam-Webster Dictionary, s.v. “Evolve,” accessed September 7, 2015, http://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/evolved 
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1. Ruins. Composed in 1932 to text of George Herbert Clark, this is arguably the finest of 
Pentland’s early songs. The poem reflects the sorrow caused by the destruction during 
World War I, referring specifically to the battle of Ypres in 1917. The musical setting 
features chromatic harmonic practices associated with the French late-Romantic school of 
César Franck and Vincent d’Indy. 
 
2. Song Cycle. This cycle is a group of five poems by Anne Marriott and expresses various 
aspects of Canada’s natural and cultural landscapes during the time of the Second World 
War. The songs were composed between 1942 and 1945 and exhibit a neoclassical 
approach influenced by Aaron Copland. They were premiered and dedicated to soprano 
Frances James Adaskin, one of the earliest recognized supporters of Canadian music. In 
1948, the fifth movement, entitled “Cities”, won a bronze medal at the XIV Olympiad in 
London.
16
 
 
3. Three Sung Songs. This work was written in 1964 to texts translated by Clara M. Candlin 
of Chinese poems from the Sung Dynasty. Pentland chose these texts for they 
“accommodate[d] her newly economical musical style” and “each express[ed] a single 
mood.”17 The economy of musical material, pointillistic texture and elements of serialism 
are indicative of Anton Webern’s influence on her aesthetic approach. As well, Pentland 
incorporates the expressionist vocal technique of Sprechstimme (“spoken voice”), a 
device invented by Arnold Schoenberg. 
 
4. Ice Age. Composed in 1986, Pentland’s last composition written for the voice is a setting 
of the title poem of a 1975 collection published by Dorothy Livesay. In her doctoral 
dissertation, Carolyn Hart refers to Lee Briscoe Thompson’s comprehensive analysis 
entitled Dorothy Livesay, stating that Ice Age “prophetically describes a “nuclear winter” 
ten years earlier than scientists, depicting not only the physical devastation of our planet 
with all its creatures, but of mankind.”18 This “nuclear winter” reflects the state of 
political and military tension between the United States and the Soviet Union during 
much of the second half of the 20
th
 century, known as the Cold War. In this work, 
Pentland employs Sprechstimme, freer use of twelve-tone technique, and aleatoric 
experimentation, as well as explores new tone colours and textures through the use of 
special effects in the voice and piano. 
 
The document will consider research that is available to-date using a framework of 
detailed discussion of the components of style within each work (melodies, harmonies, rhythms, 
and text) and the correlating musical and vocal challenges. It is hoped that a performance guide 
to the above significant, yet rather neglected, songs by Pentland will not only assist sopranos in 
                                                        
16 Barbara Pentland, Liner notes, Anthology of Canadian Music – Barbara Pentland, Radio Canada 
International ACM 25, 1986. 
17 Hart, 24. 
18 Ibid., 38. 
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studying and programming repertoire that is relatively unknown, but will also make a valuable 
addition to the body of research and literature available about contemporary Canadian art song. 
 
Background 
Widely accepted as a leading figure in Canadian music, Barbara Pentland is remembered 
for her highly individual compositional style and unabashed advocacy of avant-gardism.
19
 In 
discussing her career, it would be remiss not to acknowledge the difficulties Pentland 
encountered as a female composer in the twentieth century. In an edition of the Canadian 
University Music Review, author Brenda Dalen addresses the hardships women composers faced 
throughout much of the 1900s, stating that “society’s frequent failure to understand the creative 
impulse is hardly an uncommon complaint, but the challenges faced by a woman of [that] 
generation seeking space for herself in a profession that was entirely male-dominated must at 
times have seemed formidable, even insurmountable.”20 Despite these challenges, Pentland 
persevered in her vocation, establishing her prominence among all Canadian composers - male 
and female alike – and gaining widespread recognition for her achievements.21   
Pentland wrote more than one hundred works within the piano, vocal, orchestral, 
chamber, choral and operatic genres. Eighteen of her compositions are for the voice, comprising 
a significant portion of her total output, numbering more than fifteen percent.
22
 Yet, author 
                                                        
19 Janette Tilley, “Representations of Gender in Barbara Pentland’s Disasters of the Sun,” Canadian 
University Music Review 22, no. 2 (2002): 77. 
20 Brenda Dalen, “The Composer’s Voice: ‘What Women Can Do’,” Canadian University Music Review 
16, no. 1 (1995): 14. 
21 Pentland received honorary degrees from the University of Manitoba in 1976 and Simon Fraser 
University in 1985. In honor of her 75th birthday, the City of Vancouver declared September 27, 
1987, as "Barbara Pentland Day." She was awarded the Order of Canada in 1989 and the Order of 
British Columbia in 1993.  
22 Thirteen works for solo voice and piano; one work for solo voice and string quartet; one work for 
tenor, flute and cello; one single-act chamber opera; one work for solo voice and orchestra; one 
chamber work for mezzo soprano; and one work for soprano and violin.  
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David Gordon Duke has observed that, by the late 20
th
 century, “[Pentland’s] piano work [had 
received] the most attention” and her “vocal works [were] a distant second in performance.”23 
Furthermore, it must be noted that Duke’s use of the phrase “most attention” in this 1998 
publication, just two years prior to Pentland’s death, does not imply an acceptable level of 
attention by performers and scholars; he is, in fact, troubled by the musical community’s general 
lack of consideration for one of Canada’s finest composers: 
“There remain available only a handful of recordings of and publications on her works. 
Contemporary performances, especially of her major works, are still rare. I find a moribund 
feeling hanging over studies since the ‘70s and ‘80s. At the end of the century (also, sadly, the 
end of Pentland’s creative life, ill health having now ended her ability to compose), recent 
writings have added little to our understanding of Pentland, and done little to define or re-define 
her place in our history.”24 
 
Moreover, the first extended study of Barbara Pentland’s life and works entitled Barbara 
Pentland was not published until 1983, more than fifty years after her career began. In its 
preface, authors Sheila Eastman and Timothy J. McGee point out that, due to an inadequacy of 
scholarly and performance interest, ignorance among Canadian national audiences of her 
compositions is inevitable: “We wish to discuss Pentland’s music for an audience generally 
unfamiliar with the material.
25
 
 Since her death in early 2000, performances of Pentland’s music have declined even 
further, “with several of her more significant works waiting decades for second or third 
performances.”26 One reason for this lack of attention may be due to Pentland’s unyielding 
commitment to modernism, even at the risk of jeopardizing ‘audience friendliness’ and overall 
                                                        
23 David Gordon Duke, “Notes towards a Portrait of Barbara Pentland,” Musicworks 70 (1998): 19 
(emphasis added).   
24 Ibid., 16-17. 
25 Eastman and McGee, vii. 
26 Owen Underhill, “Thoughts on Barbara Pentland and the 2005 Pentland tour,” New Music 
Concerts, accessed May 3, 2014, 
http://www.newmusicconcerts.com/New_Music_Concerts/CDs_and_Archives_files/2005-2006.pdf. 
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approachability of her music. In a 1983 interview, she remarked, “I never understood why people 
couldn’t see the light as I had – that modern music was the music of our time…. Even though 
some of them had the best musical training they could get, they couldn’t break through the 
barrier.”27 Despite experiencing resistance at times from her more conservative composer-
colleagues, Pentland’s passion for the avant-garde would not be extinguished. Her words in 1943 
further highlight this innovative attitude: “…while there’s life, there’s experiment. Without the 
element of looking forward, music would stagnate and die.”28 
 Pentland’s ongoing desire to experiment and grow led her to amend her compositional 
approach not once, but four times over the nearly sixty years in which she worked. Her stylistic 
transitions depended upon which particular composers served to inspire the development of her 
own musical identity during each given stage.
29
 Over the course of her career, Pentland reveals 
the influential techniques of the following composers, whom she studied with either directly or 
with their pupils: César Franck and Vincent d’Indy in her earliest stage from 1929 to 1938; 
Aaron Copland and Paul Hindemith starting in the 1940’s; and Arnold Schoenberg and Anton 
Webern in her final two decades of composition, from 1964 until 1986. By examining her works 
for solo voice and piano exclusively, one is able to clearly identify Pentland’s four-phase stylistic 
progression. 
 Pentland’s first vocal contributions of recognizable quality stemmed from her yearlong 
studies abroad in Paris, from 1929 until 1930. There, she received instruction in composition and 
                                                        
27 Pamela Margles, “The Arduous Journey of Barbara Pentland,” Music Magazine, July/August, 1983, 
15, 
http://www.musiccentre.ca/sites/www.musiccentre.ca/files/resources/pdfmedia/2501_musicno
w_1016_pentland_press.pdf 
28 Barbara Pentland, “On Experiment in Music,” Canadian Review of Music and Art, February/March, 
1943: 25  
29 Ford, 222.  
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theory from Cécile Gauthiez (1873 – 1935) at the Schola Cantorum. Gauthiez, who had been a 
pupil of Vincent d’Indy and was a devotee of César Franck, instilled in Pentland a late-Romantic 
French style of writing. A noteworthy song, written shortly after her return to Canada from 
France, was Ruins (1932) for solo voice and piano. Consistent with late nineteenth-century style, 
Ruins features pervasive chromaticism, thick chordal texture, and a rich, dramatic use of 
harmony. 
A few years later, in 1936, Pentland accepted a graduate fellowship at the Juilliard School 
of Music in New York. Although her works at Juilliard continued to feature chromaticism and 
dissonance derived from Franck and d’Indy, her increasing attraction to the modern music of 
Copland, Hindemith, and Stravinsky was beginning to manifest. Her newfound interest in linear 
orientation and independence of line contrasted considerably from her chordal approach of 
previous years. 
Pentland’s training continued at the Berkshire Music Centre at Tanglewood, 
Massachusetts, where she was granted the opportunity to study with Aaron Copland during the 
summers of 1941 and 1942. Copland had a profound impact on her early style, encouraging her 
to write in a neo-classical idiom using traditional forms, yet urging her to develop her own 
melodic and harmonic content. ‘Coplandesque’ traits, such as lighter texture, rhythmic facility 
and motivic animation, influenced Pentland’s approach significantly30, and her output during the 
remainder of the decade unveils this reality. Among this said output is a cycle of five songs for 
voice and piano, entitled Song Cycle, which Pentland began composing in December 1942 
following her second summer under Copland’s guidance. The movements reveal distinct stylistic 
elements assimilated from her teacher, including a linear and diatonic neoclassicism, traditional, 
more concise forms, textural transparency, contrapuntal aspects, wide-leaping melodic lines, 
                                                        
30 Eastman and McGee, 34. 
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polytonal implications, motivic construction, and rhythmic vitality. Pentland sought to “acquire 
[her] teacher’s general qualities of musical transparency, the distribution of parts, and the clarity 
of both melody and harmony”31 - traits closely tied to neoclassic principles.  
A few years after Song Cycle was published (in 1945), Pentland discovered the works of 
Arnold Schoenberg and Anton Webern, which further expanded the scope of her musicality. She 
visited the MacDowell Colony in Peterborough, New Hampshire in 1947 and 1948, an artists’ 
retreat where composers, writers and visual artists came to do creative work amid quiet 
surroundings. There, she met Dika Newlin (1923-2006), a student and devotee of Arnold 
Schoenberg who is referred to as “one of the pioneers of Schoenberg research in America.”32 Her 
interactions with Newlin prompted Pentland’s initial steps toward breaking with neoclassicism 
and its associated tonality, and her interest in the development and application of 12-tone 
principles linked with the Second Viennese School of Schoenberg and his pupils, Anton Webern 
and Alban Berg, began to awaken. She describes the impact that her exposure to this consciously 
controlled compositional method had on her and shares her particular fondness for Webern’s 
freer approach to 12-tone technique:  
“I first heard Webern’s music in 1947 when I went to the MacDowell Colony and met Dika 
Newlin who was a student of Schoenberg. At that point my music was in the new-classical style 
and contained too many notes to satisfy me. I love Webern’s work because it offered a way of 
stripping music down to the bare essentials. His materials were so restricted, yet his music was 
so revealing and expressive. His ideas freed me from the last vestiges of influence of the 19
th
 
century or of the neo-classical style. They opened my landscape.”33 
 
                                                        
31 Julia Smith, Aaron Copland: His Work and Contribution to American Music (New York: E.P. Dutton 
& Company, Inc., 1955): 289-290. 
32 Douglas Martin, “Dika Newlin, 82, Punk-Rock School Expert, Dies,” The New York Times, July 28, 
2006. 
33 Pamela Margles, “The Arduous Journey of Barbara Pentland, “ Music Magazine 6:4 (1983): 12.  
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In the seven years that followed her encounter with Dika Newlin (which Eastman and 
McGee labeled her “Transition period”34), Pentland was chiefly concerned with integrating the 
elements of serial technique into her well-established neoclassicism, and it was not until the late 
1950's that a significant turn in her style was noticeably evident.
35
 This came about as a result of 
a visit to Darmstadt, Germany in the summer of 1955, where Pentland participated in the 
Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik (International Summer Course for New Music). 
There, she was exposed in a profound way to the compositions of Webern, which had a life-
changing effect on her. From that point onward, Pentland grew into a staunch anti-Romantic, 
incorporating increasingly radical and pronounced characteristics of modernism into her writing. 
In fact, following her Darmstadt visit, the music of Schoenberg and Webern served as Pentland’s 
primary source of aesthetic influence in all future output. In her 1991 journal article, “The String 
Quartets of Barbara Pentland,” author Gail Dixon echoes the significance of ‘the Darmstadt 
effect’ on Pentland’s approach to composition: “Over the past two decades her style has 
continued to develop, though the incremental changes have been modest by comparison with the 
quantum leap triggered by that visit to Darmstadt.”36 Eastman and McGee point out that the 
composer’s keen adoption of Schoenberg’s serial twelve-tone technique grew out of a want for 
increased control over the new chromatic materials, yet with the manner-of-economy most 
closely associated with Webern.
37
  
The aesthetic influence of the Second Viennese School on Pentland is manifest in her 
1964 cycle, Three Sung Songs. She chose to set English translations of concise poems from the 
Sung Dynasty, which fittingly served her newly adopted economical approach associated with 
                                                        
34 Eastman and McGee, 55. 
35 Gail Dixon, “The String Quartets of Barbara Pentland,” Canadian University Music Review 11, no. 2 
(1991): 95 
36 Ibid. 
37 Eastman and McGee, 70, 78. 
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Webern. The “short, simple, direct lyrics that do not have their own musical rhythm”38 are 
musically highlighted with pointillistic texture and wide-ranging, disjunct melodic lines in the 
style of Webern, and by the inclusion of Schoenberg-derived Sprechstimme and twelve-tone 
structure that is rather strict in the voice part, yet much freer in the accompanying piano.
39
 Three 
Sung Songs clearly shows Pentland’s personal, and enduring, manner of applying the serialist 
technique in her works: 
“I’ve never been a strict serialist. I haven’t written much more than a few very short pieces 
where I’ve used fairly strict serialism, because I don’t predetermine any of my writing. …I never 
like to feel as if everything is in a straitjacket, because it’s too inhibiting to the musical fancy.”40 
 
In the years following Three Sung Songs, the musical language of Pentland assumed a 
fourth, and final, stylistic shift when she began to experiment with new sounds and 
indeterminacy (also known as “aleatoric” composition or “chance music”), originally defined by 
composer John Cage as “the ability of a piece to be performed in substantially different ways.”41 
Pentland promoted rhythmic freedom by giving performers general guidelines for determining 
durations, however she preferred that pitches remain precisely specified.
42
 Ice Age (1986), the 
last vocal work Pentland composed, exhibits this aleatoric freedom, in combination with 
elements of serial technique and Sprechstimme from years’ prior. It also shows her keen interest 
in exploring innovative timbres, such as “the voice singing into the strings of the piano… [and] 
textural blocks of sounds, involving piano pedaling, pedal tones, and clusters.”43 
 The four works for voice and piano discussed above, spanning four contrasting stylistic 
genres, reveal Pentland’s wide scope of composition. A probable reason for the lack of 
                                                        
38 Eastman and McGee, 96. 
39 Hart, 24. 
40 John Adames, “The art of composition: An interview with Barbara Pentland,” Performing Arts in 
Canada 20:3 (Fall 1983): 40-41. 
41 James Pritchett, The Music of John Cage (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993): 108 
42 Hart, 31. 
43 Ibid., 39. 
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performances of her music as a whole is that Pentland devoted herself to the ‘progressivist’ 
stream of composition. There are some that have labeled her works as being ‘non-audience 
friendly’, for her output consistently grew out of continual experimentation with the most avant-
garde of techniques. For instance, Canadian violinist and academic Harry Adaskin (1901 – 
1994), who in 1949 invited Pentland to join the newly founded music department at the 
University of British Columbia, addressed this resistance by “polite” Canadian traditionalists of 
the day in his 1956 article entitled, “Music and the University”: “We don’t hiss a new symphony 
by [John] Weinzweig [(1913 – 2006)], or create a riot during a new opera by [his contemporary, 
Barbara] Pentland. We patiently wait until the agony is over, and even applaud a little.”44  
Adaskin’s opinion that Canadian audiences needed to be educated in order to accept and 
embrace the more experimental, modernist styles being introduced by the next generation of 
Canadian composers – Pentland included – did not garner the widespread support over the 
ensuing decades that he presumably hoped for. Considering Pentland’s output in particular, 
author Kenneth Winters states in his 1988 article, “[Her] music is a very particular but very real 
music, its roots in Bach and Webern, its cool, intellectual, delicately manipulated geometrics a 
natural outcome of musical thought, but an outcome still sufficiently individual – sufficiently 
new – to continue polarizing responses to it, praise be.”45 
Undeniably, Pentland’s works challenge the performer and require more conservative 
listeners to broaden their conception of what makes music artistic, communicatively effective, 
and pleasing to the ear. This performance guide is intended, first and foremost, to introduce and 
promote Pentland’s repertoire to singers undeterred by musical and vocal challenges, those that 
                                                        
44 Harry Adaskin, “Music and the University,” The Canadian Music Journal 1/1 (1956): 30. 
45 Kenneth Winters, “Towards the ‘one justifiable end’: six discs,” in Musical Canada: words and 
music honouring Helmut Kallman, eds. John Beckwith and Frederick A. Hall (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1988), 294-295 (emphasis added). 
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are looking to expand their knowledge and appreciation of Canada’s musical literature. It is my 
desire that this guide will encourage more frequent and consistent programming of these worthy 
songs on Canadian stages and abroad.  
 
Literature Review 
As this document is intended to examine four of Barbara Pentland’s vocal-piano works 
suitable to the soprano Fach, each representing her distinct stylistic periods (Ruins (Ypres, 1917) 
(1932); Song Cycle (1942-45); Three Sung Songs (1964); and Ice Age (1986)), the primary 
source materials are their respective musical scores. The Canadian Music Centre publishes all 
four works, and their acquisition dates are as follows
46
:  
October 24, 1989: Song Cycle and Three Sung Songs 
February 21, 1990: Ruins (Ypres, 1917) and Ice Age 
The following sources, containing the poetic material Pentland chose to set, have also 
been consulted (listed chronologically, according to composition date): 
i. Ruins (1932): The Hasting Day.47  
ii. Song Cycle (1942-45): The musical score of Song Cycle.48 “Anne Marriott,” Pentland  
expressed, “[wrote these poems] for me to set to music, with the idea of expressing  
aspects of Canada in those war years between 1943 and 1945.”49 
 
iii. Three Sung Songs (1964): The Herald Wind.50 
 
iv. Ice Age (1986): Ice Age.51  
 
                                                        
46 "Sheet Music,” Canadian Music Centre, accessed February 26, 2015, 
http://www.musiccentre.ca/sheet-music. 
47 George Herbert Clarke, The Hasting Day (London and Toronto: J.M. Dent, 1930). 
48 Barbara Pentland, Song Cycle (Toronto: Canadian Music Centre, 1989). 
49 Barbara Pentland, liner notes to Anthology of Canadian Music – Barbara Pentland (Radio Canada 
International ACM 25, 1986), 5. 
50 Clara M. Candlin, The Herald Wind (London: John Murray Ltd., 1993). 
51 Dorothy Livesay, Ice Age (Erin, Ontario: Press Porcepic Ltd., 1975). 
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There exists an essential comprehensive biography of Barbara Pentland in the form of a 
master’s thesis entitled Barbara Pentland: A Biography by Sheila Jane Eastman (1969). The 
author indicates the musical and stylistic developments that took place over the course of 
Pentland’s career, as well as offers extensive biographical information made directly available to 
her by the composer, which was previously not readily accessible. Eastman writes, “A great 
number of Pentland’s works have been analyzed but it is felt that only a few are needed within 
each chapter to illustrate the predominant features of her style, and since the main purpose of this 
study is biographical, the discussion of musical influences and developments will be kept to a 
minimum.”52 It is important to note that the four vocal-piano compositions serving as the focus 
of this present study are not among the “great number” of works Eastman refers to as having 
already been analyzed. Because of her thesis’ biographical focus, Eastman does not include in-
depth discussions pertaining to Pentland’s solo song literature, nor does she consider the specific 
needs of the performer when presenting the composer’s vocal literature. 
An extended study of the life and works of this twentieth-century contemporary Canadian 
composer is also available. It is in the form of a chronological monograph, co-authored by Sheila 
Eastman and Timothy J. McGee, entitled Barbara Pentland (1983). Like the above-mentioned 
thesis, this book includes representative works illustrating the transitions in Pentland’s stylistic 
approach. It is a valuable resource for the purpose of examining three of the four vocal piano 
works on which this present document centers (Ice Age was composed three years following the 
publication of the Eastman and McGee monograph). The authors include excerpts from 
interviews with Pentland, covering a wide-range of topics, as well as passages from her diaries 
and private correspondence, which provide essential background information about the 
                                                        
52 Sheila Eastman, “Barbara Pentland: A Biography” (MMus. Thesis, University of British Columbia, 
1974), 3. 
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composer. Musical examples are included in the book. However, because the study presents a 
large scope of material spanning the majority of Pentland’s career, discussions of specific 
musical characteristics of her songs (i.e. melodic and harmonic practices, rhythm, text setting, 
form, etc.) are kept to a minimum, with just brief excerpts from selected movements provided. 
Moreover, performance needs relating specifically to the singer’s needs do not hold a prominent 
place in this monograph. 
Building upon Eastman’s thesis and Eastman and McGee’s monograph, Carolyn Hart’s 
1995 doctoral dissertation presents analyses of selected vocal works representing Pentland’s 
distinct stylistic periods and the various influences on her writing. Included in her exploration is 
an analytical study of Ruins, from Pentland’s early period. The subsequent section presents an 
examination of Song Cycle, beginning with the sentence, “A marked change in Pentland’s 
compositional techniques took place after Ruins. Her earlier songs, late romantic in style, have a 
thicker chordal texture and pervasive chromaticism.”53; Hart outlines this “marked change” in 
her critical survey of the Song Cycle movements “Wheat” and “Cities”, in a similar vein to 
Eastman and McGee, with accompanying musical examples. Following this are analytical 
discussions on Three Sung Songs, showing that “Pentland was most concerned to use musical 
material with the greatest economy”54 and Ice Age, which “[explores] new timbres” and uses 
“serial technique [that] is much freer than in Three Sung Songs.”55 The title of Hart’s 
dissertation, “Form and Poetry in Selected Songs of Barbara Pentland”, denotes the primary 
focus of her paper: “[a] study of Pentland’s choice of poetry, and of the manner in which she sets 
the text, [which] adds further insight into her compositional craft.”56 Hart’s exploration of 
                                                        
53
 Hart, 13. 
54 Ibid., 24. 
55 Ibid., 38. 
56 Ibid., ii. 
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Pentland’s choices of poetry and her distinct approaches in setting them is relevant for the 
purposes of this performance guide, considering the importance of textual interpretation when 
communicating through song. 
Hart makes a significant contribution with her examination of Barbara Pentland’s varying 
approach to vocal writing. Yet, the length of her dissertation, at just forty-nine pages (not 
including the table of contents, bibliography and list of compositions for solo voice and piano), is 
perhaps what prevented her from analyzing some works in their entirety. Song Cycle and Three 
Sung Songs are integrated into her exploration, yet both cycles are not presented in their 
complete forms. Hart provides analyses of the first and final songs (“Wheat” and “Cities”) of 
Song Cycle, however she leaves out the middle three titles (“Forest”, “Tracks”, and 
“Mountains”) from her discussion. She examines the second and third movements of Three Sung 
Songs  (“Life” and “Let the Harp Speak”) but leaves out the first movement (“Divining”) from 
her discussion. Similarly, Sheila Eastman’s thesis, previously mentioned, presents critical 
commentary on the second and final songs of Song Cycle (“Forest” and “Cities”) without 
mentioning the other three pieces that make up the cycle, and she only briefly comments on the 
second movement of Three Sung Songs (“Let the Harp Speak”). 
In this present study, I refer to the research of Sheila Eastman, Timothy McGee and 
Carolyn Hart, as well as other scholarly sources, in order to gather pertinent background 
information, biographical material and commentary concerning Pentland’s compositional 
techniques, stylistic periods and influences, poetic choices and approaches to text setting. Such 
sources include music dictionaries and encyclopedias, Canadian journal articles and periodicals 
(some of which contain correspondence and interviews with Pentland), and newspaper articles 
18 
 
and performance reviews, many of which are available from the Canadian Music Centre.
57
 
Books on the subject of twentieth-century Canadian music and its representative composers, 
including Pentland, will also be referred to. 
Other scholarship consulted includes a 2005 doctoral dissertation by Christopher Charles 
Hahn entitled “Canadian Piano Pedagogical Repertoire Since 1970: A Survey of Contemporary 
Compositional Styles and Techniques”58; its overview of late twentieth-century music 
composition in Canada and its inclusion of a short biographical sketch on Barbara Pentland 
makes it useful for the purposes of this present study. There also exists a 1997 master’s thesis by 
Janette Marie Tilley called “Representations of Gender in Barbara Pentland’s Disasters of the 
Sun”59; in addition to providing biographical information, Tilley’s paper presents the composer’s 
personal thoughts on being a Canadian woman composer in a highly male-dominated field. Since 
Hart and Tilley’s contributions nearly two decades ago, no additional theses exploring Pentland’s 
vocal repertoire exclusively have been added to the body of existing scholarship. In examining 
the research available on Pentland’s songs, which is noticeably limited, it is apparent that the 
need exists for studies such as this document. 
 
Methodology 
This performance guide to four of Pentland’s vocal-piano works suitable for soprano – 
Ruins (Ypres, 1917) (1932); Song Cycle (1942-45); Three Sung Songs (1964); and Ice Age 
(1986) – will provide a synthesis of information about these compositions. It will offer insights 
into Pentland’s textual interpretations and demonstrate why her stylistic and technical 
                                                        
57 “Composer: Barbara Pentland,” Canadian Music Centre, accessed September 14, 2014, 
http://www.musiccentre.ca/search/node/barbara%20pentland 
58 Christopher Charles Hahn. “Canadian Piano Pedagogical Repertoire Since 1970: A Survey of 
Contemporary Compositional Styles and Techniques” (DMA Thesis, University of Oklahoma, 2005). 
59 Janette Marie Tilley. “Representations of Gender in Barbara Pentland’s Disasters of the Sun” (MM 
Thesis, University of British Columbia, 1997). 
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approaches, while diverse, deliver effective musical settings for the selected texts. The focus of 
the guide is to provide a useful reference source for sopranos interested in studying song 
literature by Pentland, highlighting the synthesis of poetry and music through an in-depth 
discussion of the style featured in each work. An exploration of the combination of various 
musical elements in each work, such as melody, harmony, rhythm, accompaniment and text, will 
serve to define and characterize Pentland’s developing song style. Moreover, this document will 
reveal how she handles these elements in distinct ways from one compositional ‘season’ to the 
next. It is hoped that the soprano consulting this guide will have a better understanding of how 
the stylistic components of each song combine together to create its imagery. By gaining this 
understanding, it is expected that the soprano will be further inspired in performance and the 
audience, as a result, will be more effectively stimulated. 
In order to assist with the study and performance of the above-named works, various 
stylistic components will be examined in this guide, including the following:  
1. Melodic Contour and Phrase Shaping 
2. Vocal Range and Tessitura 
3. Motivic Treatment (if applicable) 
4. Vocal Articulation and Dynamic Range (and Extended Techniques, if applicable) 
5. Text Painting and Dramatic Devices 
6. Harmonic Texture (i.e. tonality / atonality, key schemes and illustrative characteristics 
7. Tempo, Meter and Rhythm 
8. Accompaniment (i.e. predominant figures, shared material with the voice, use of motives,  
text illustration, texture and dramatic effects) 
9. Text Setting 
10. Prosodic Treatment 
11. Unifying Elements within the song or song 
12. Musical Form 
13. Influences on Pentland’s Musical Approach (i.e. teachers, composers, life experiences) 
 
The guide considers research that is currently available in the context of a detailed 
discussion of text setting within each work and of the musical and vocal challenges within each 
piece. While a complete stylistic or theoretical analysis is outside the scope of this project, 
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information that may provide direction for further exploration or generate interest in this 
relatively unknown Canadian composer is emphasized. Musical examples that demonstrate 
Pentland’s varied tonal palette and reveal her ability to create tonal colors that support her 
chosen texts, no matter which stylistic approach she employed, is also included. 
Following Chapter I (Introduction), Chapters II through V are each devoted to one of the 
previously indicated vocal works in their complete forms, commencing with a brief biographical 
account of the correlating poets. Because the primary focus of this performance guide is to grant 
special attention to the needs of the performer, a detailed discussion for each song is presented 
with respect to the various musical aspects listed above that the soprano must consider in the 
preparation and performance of these works. Chapter VI is comprised of a summary of findings 
and conclusions. Subsequently, a brief appendix containing an up-to-date discography of 
available recordings of Pentland’s art songs is also included. It is anticipated that the discography 
will be of particular use to singers wanting to study and perform Pentland’s song literature. 
Additionally, the discography will highlight the fact that there is a shortage of recordings of 
Pentland’s vocal-piano works, which has arguably played a key role in her repertoire being 
largely neglected. This deficiency will, hopefully, inspire musicians to add to the body of 
recorded vocal literature by Pentland, particularly of those works that have yet to be recorded in 
their complete forms, such as Song Cycle (1942-45) and Three Sung Songs (1964). 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
RUINS 
 
Pentland’s first vocal contributions of recognizable quality stemmed from her yearlong 
studies abroad in Paris, from 1929 until 1930. There, she received instruction in composition and 
theory from Cécile Gauthiez (1873 – 1935) at the Schola Cantorum. Gauthiez had been a pupil 
of Vincent d’Indy, the originator of the Schola Cantorum, and was a strong devotee of d’Indy’s 
teacher and mentor, César Franck. Gauthiez instilled in Pentland a late-Romantic French style of 
writing, and her student’s compositions throughout the 1930s reveal the strong influence of the 
Franckian movement, most notably in the early part of the decade. 
César Franck (1822 – 1890) is primarily known for his instructing of notable pupils, such 
Duparc, d’Indy and Chausson, for his organ compositions, and for his considerable influence on 
the song form in France. In the introduction to A French Song Companion, author Graham 
Johnson writes: 
 … Franck turned to the great German masters Bach and Beethoven, not to mention 
Wagner, and made them part of his teaching…[, and under Franck’s influence] a decidedly 
Franckian strain is to be found in French music. Allegiance to this school of lofty aspirations 
(and its successor, the Schola Cantorum) marks out certain composers as different from their 
rather more light-hearted contemporaries.
60
  
 
Franck’s mélodies are characterized by thick harmonic textures, abundant chromaticism, strophic 
forms, block chordal accompaniments, arpeggiated figures, and simple vocal lines.
61
 His 
romantic influence on Pentland, via Gauthiez, is apparent in a noteworthy song written shortly 
upon her return home to Canada from France entitled Ruins (1932), for solo voice and piano. 
Consistent with the late nineteenth-century ‘Franckian style’ described above, Ruins features 
                                                        
60 Graham Johnson and Richard Stokes, A French Song Companion (Oxford University Press, 2000), 
xx-xxi. 
61 Carol Kimball, Song: A Guide to Art Song Style and Literature (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 2000), 
168. 
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pervasive chromaticism; thick chordal texture in block form, especially prominent in the opening 
and closing measures and the first several measures of the second verse; arpeggiated figuration in 
the form of an ostinato pattern; a rich, dramatic use of harmony; and a clear distinction between 
melody and harmony.  
 The poem Pentland chose to set was written by English professor and author George 
Herbert Clarke (1873 – 1953). Clarke was born at Gravesend, County Kent, England, and at the 
age of eight, he moved with his family to Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He received his university 
education at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, and his academic career included 
professorships at Mercer University in Georgia, Peabody College in Tennessee, and the 
University of Tennessee. From 1925 to 1943, Clarke was head of the Department of English at 
Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario, and he was elected a fellow of the Royal Society of 
Canada in 1930.
62
 Deeply affected by the Great War (1914- 1918), Clarke is arguably best 
known for having assembled and edited a collection of primarily British and American war-
themed poems dating from 1914 to 1917 entitled A Treasure of War Poetry, in which his own 
writing is included.
63 In the book’s introduction, Clarke presents his thoughts on the role of the 
war poet: 
For the most part, the poetry of war…has touched and exalted such special qualities as 
patriotism, courage, self- sacrifice, enterprise, and endurance. Where it has tended to glorify war 
in itself, it is chiefly because war has released those qualities, so to speak, in stirring and 
spectacular ways; and where it has chosen to round upon war and to upbraid it, it is because war 
has slain ardent and lovable youths and has brought misery and despair to women and old 
people.
64
 
 
                                                        
62 “George Herbert Clarke fonds,” Queen’s University Archives, accessed September 8, 2015, 
http://db1.archives.queensu.ca/ica-atom/index.php/george-herbert-clarke-fonds;rad. 
63 George Herbert Clarke, ed. A Treasury of War Poetry: British and American Poems of the World 
War, 1914-1917 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1917; reprint, London: Forgotten Books, 
2012).   
64 Ibid., 25. 
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War confronted Pentland’s “interior spirit”65 in an analogous way to that of Clarke. In 
their book Barbara Pentland, authors Eastman and McGee briefly – yet boldly – summarize the 
composer’s lifelong response to the subject: “War horrifies Pentland.”66 In a face-to-face 
conversation with the composer in 1994 as part of her dissertation research, Carolyn Hart learned 
of a summer vacation Pentland once took along the St. Lawrence (vacation date undisclosed), 
where she encountered and became friends with George Herbert Clarke.
67
 It is quite possible that 
Clarke and Pentland shared in conversation their mutual aversion and deeply emotional reactions 
to war during that meeting. If she was not already familiar with A Treasury of War Poetry (over 
50,000 copies of the collection were sold by the outbreak of the Second World War
68
), Clarke 
may have also introduced it to Pentland during that time, perhaps alongside one of his other chief 
poetic publications, the collection of poems entitled The Hasting Day (1930)
69
, from which 
Pentland selected Ruins (subtitled “Ypres, 1917”) to set to music two years later. Soprano Agnes 
Kelsey and pianist Anna Hovey premiered the piece in Winnipeg, Manitoba in September 
1936.
70
 The poem is as follows: 
Ruins 
Ruins of trees whose woeful arms 
Vainly invoke the sombre sky,— 
Stripped, twisted boughs and tortured boles, 
Like lost souls,— 
How green they grew on the little farms! 
 
Ruins of stricken wall and spire, 
Stretched mile on-desolate mile along,— 
                                                        
65 Clarke, ed., A Treasury of War Poetry: British and American Poems of the World War, 1914-1917 , 
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66 Eastman and McGee, 98. 
67 Hart, 9. 
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Ghosts of a life of sweet intent, 
Riven and rent 
By frantic shell and searching fire. 
 
Ruins of soldiers torn and slain, 
English bodies broken for you: 
Burned in their hearts the battle-cry!... 
Forspent they lie, 
Clay crumbling slow to clay again. 
 
The Ypres area of Belgium, where several First World War battles occurred, was the site 
of the infamous Battle of Passchendaele in the fall of 1917. This final great battle of attrition saw 
Canadian soldiers capture the ruined village amid unimaginable circumstances:   
“Ypres was a very difficult place to fight. It was a region largely made up of flat, low 
land that was kept dry only with a series of dykes and drainage ditches. Three years of heavy 
fighting had destroyed the drainage systems. The ground, churned up by millions of artillery 
shells, turned to sticky mud when wet. In 1917, the autumn rain came early and turned the 
battlefield into a sea of mud, the likes of which still make the name Passchendaele a synonym of 
horrific fighting conditions.”71 
 
Interestingly, the actual capturing of Ypres fell to the “City of Winnipeg” 27th Battalion.72 Being 
from Winnipeg herself, Barbara Pentland would have presumably been exposed to this, and other 
war stories, first-hand from family members, teachers and other local city residents. 
Undoubtedly, the unfortunate fact that more than 4,000 Canadians died in the Battle of 
Passchendaele [at Ypres in 1917] and almost 12,000 were wounded
73
 would have had a profound 
effect on the composer, likely impacting her decision to set Clarke’s “Ruins.” 
Pentland’s setting is approximately 4 minutes and 10 seconds in duration. It offers a 
comfortable medium tessitura of E4 to F5, yet it presents a rather wide vocal range of Bb3 to A5. 
The lower end nears the extreme mark for the typical soprano, around A3, and lighter sopranos 
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one, accessed on September 11, 2015, http://www.firstworldwar.com/battles/ypres3.htm. 
72 “The Battle of Passchendaele,” Government Canada – Veterans Affairs Canada, accessed on 
September 11, 2015, http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/history/first-world-
war/fact_sheets/passchendaele. 
73 Ibid. 
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with higher voices may find their instruments lacking in the ample lyric sound suited to this 
dramatic work. The singer will welcome the stability and support in the relatively simple 
accompaniment patterns in the piano, the textually-inspired lyrical melodies, as revealed in 
moments of rhythmic conformity to the words, descriptive ascending and descending lines, and 
intervallic treatment corresponding to specific moods and emotions. 
The adagio (slow) tempo indication and the simple duple meter of 2/2 (cut time) clearly 
make reference to soldiers. The “alla breve” time signature is frequently used for military 
marches, and the slow tempo generates an ominous mood. In the ‘feel’ and style of 2/2 meter, the 
musical tones bearing metrical accents often are longer or produced with greater intensity, as, for 
example, in measures 10 to 14 (see ‘Example 6’ on page 30) and measures 78 to 84: 
 
 
Example 1. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 78 - 84. 
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Driven by the text, Pentland deviates from the slow, dirge-like tempo at one dramatic 
instance at mm. 50 – 54 (see ‘Example 2’ below). The accelerando (gradually increasing speed) 
begins on the word “shell” in the phrase, “Riven and rent by frantic shell and searching fire.” 
The coinciding crescendo starting on the words “by frantic” further accentuates the hysteria of 
the scene. The ensuing molto ritardando (slow down a great deal), combined with the 
‘diminuendo’ (decrease in loudness) indication, leads into the three-measure piano interlude that 
introduces the tonic reprise on the third verse at measure 59, in the original adagio tempo. 
 
 
Example 2. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 48 – 55 
 
Pentland also uses rhythms for text-painting purposes. For instance, she displaces normal 
word stresses to create special effects at measure 66 on the word “broken” of the phrase, “Boyish 
bodies broken for you” (see ‘Example 7’) and at measure 76 on the related word “life-less” of 
the phrase, “Lifeless they lie,” as follows.  
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Example 3. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 76 - 77. 
 
Additional rhythmic text-painting devices in the vocal line include the triplet patterns at 
measure 15 on the statement “vainly in-” of the phrase, “Vainly invoke the somber sky” and at 
measure 38 on the words “Stretched mile on” of the phrase, “Stretched mile on desolate mile 
along.” The triplets create a drawn-out sensation; the first instance, at measure 15, emulates a 
‘slow motion struggle’, as if to conjure up the common nightmare scenario of trying – in vain – 
to escape a pursuing threat (see ‘Example 6’), and in the second occurrence (m. 38), the triplet 
rhythm creates an elongated line that serves to further accentuate the stretched feeling of the 
indicated by the words: 
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Example 4. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 38 – 40  
 
Ruins features a primarily syllabic setting, where each syllable is sung on one pitch, with 
a couple of exceptions in direct relation to the text, as follows: “lost” (m. 23) of the phrase, 
“Stripped, twisted boughs and tortured boles, like lost souls” is sung on a descending E4 – D4, 
suggesting a moan-like feeling of defeat; “Boyish” (m. 64) of the phrase, “Boyish bodies broken 
for you” features an ascending triplet on Bb4 – C5 – D5, mimicking the innocence of youth – of 
someone that is still developing, as opposed to an already fully-grown, mature man. It is 
presumed that Pentland wished to create a convincing link between the two words, “lost” (see 
‘Example 5’) and “Boyish” (see ‘Example 7’) through her melismatic setting of each, in special 
‘musical remembrance’ of these young soldiers – the “lost boys” of World War I. In doing so, 
Pentland not only captures the loss of so many young lives, but the loss of their innocence as 
well. 
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Example 5. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 22 – 24 
 
The sense of promise for the future brought forth by the triplet setting of “Boyish” (m. 
64) is then taken over from the voice by the right-hand piano part at mm. 65 – 66. The 
underlying piano triplets act as a reminder of hopeful youth, yet the vocal rhythms conflict in a 
progressive manner against the piano, first with a dotted half-note / quarter-note rhythm on “bod-
ies” (m. 65), suggesting that these are not living humans with souls, but soulless bodies, then 
with displaced word-stress on “broken” (m. 66), indicating the horrific manner of these boys’ 
deaths – not in a state of peace – but rather, in a state of violence and fear. The added rhythmic 
layer of the dotted half-note / quarter-note rhythm in the left-hand piano part at measure 66 
repeats the rhythm found in the voice part in the previous measure (m. 65), which serves to 
reiterate that what has been destroyed are not just bodies, but sacred vessels of the spirit (see 
‘Example 7’ on page 45). 
The musical form is a unique type of strophic variation, where all three stanzas of text 
begin with like material, while the remaining portions of each verse display varied harmony and 
melodic contour, according to the specific dramatic needs of the words, as shown in the 
following examples from verses 1 and 3. 
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Example 6. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 10 – 17 
  
 
Example 7. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 59 – 67 
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 The composer’s deep emotional response to Clarke’s poem is further reflected in her use 
of compelling harmonic ideas to paint an explicitly bleak evocation of Canadian heroism during 
the Battle of Passchendaele. To underscore the horror of World War I, Pentland uses distantly 
associated keys of E-flat minor and F-sharp minor in Ruins. These two keys are foreign to each 
other in that they are not enharmonic, parallel, relative or closely related; the resulting harmonic 
transition between the E-flat minor and F-sharp minor is both dramatic and disturbing to the ear, 
just as war is severe and threatening to those in its midst.  
Hart demonstrates in her analysis that Pentland’s “overall harmonic scheme and use of 
chromaticism is the most daring of anything [the composer] had yet written.”75 Hart provides a 
concrete example of the Pentland’s pictorial reaction to particularly explicit words and phrases 
through her employment of a recurring harmonic motive in each stanza at the most graphic, grim 
moments: the “pivotal II7 chord.”76  
“In the first verse it sets the text “somber sky” [m. 17, see ‘Example 6’ on page 44]; its 
lack of resolution and the consequently meandering harmony fittingly describe the following 
text, “Like lost souls…”. In the second verse the II7 chord sets the text “frantic shell and 
searching fire” [mm. 49 – 53, see ‘Example 2’ on page 40], and in the last verse it appears 
pointedly on the word “slain” [m. 63, see ‘Example 7’ on page 45].”77 
 
Another example of Pentland’s symbolic use of harmony is her addition of added sixths 
in the piano’s opening and concluding measures and at the beginning of the second verse at m. 
33. With reference to the 9 ½ measure introduction, one observes – overtop a tonic pedal – the 
tonic E-flat minor chord sounding an added minor 6
th
 (m. 2) that shifts up to a major sixth (m.3), 
which then transitions into E-flat major plus an added major sixth (m. 4); this harmonic 
progression repeats a second time (mm. 5 – 9). Theorists Daniela and Bernd Willimek have 
interpreted the addition of a major sixth in a minor chord as representing loneliness, heartbreak 
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and abandon while, in contrast, the added sixth in a major chord expresses warmth and 
security.
78
 They also acknowledge that added sixths, incorporated as a unification device, as is 
Pentland’s motivation, hearkens back to late-Romantic characteristics.79 
 
 
Example 8. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 1 - 9.  
 
By incorporating these ‘major chordal moments’ into the introduction, Pentland, perhaps, 
wished to foreshadow the ‘warmer’ measures at mm. 26 to 29, in direct response to the 
optimistic words, “How green they grew on the little farm!”  
                                                        
78 Daniela Willimek and Bernd Willimek Author, "Music and Emotions: Research on the Theory of 
Musical Equilibration,” Willimek Music, accessed on August 19, 2015, 
http://www.willimekmusic.de/music-and-emotions.pdf. 
79 Ibid,. 18. 
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“The musical material in mm. 26 – 29 can also be seen to relate to the text. At this point the 
second verse ends, but the music introduces new melodic material. However, the new material is 
not developed; rather the phrase turns abruptly to cadence on the tonic major (the only 
occurrence of that harmony in the song).”80 
 
  
 
Example 9. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 26 - 29 
 
The composer seems to musically depict the hopes and dreams of the young soldiers at this 
moment by means of her harmonic shift from minor to major. Yet, the tragic reality that these 
solders’ hopes – and their innocence – will be, literally, obliterated upon their demise at Ypres is 
harmonically articulated in the third verse (see ‘Example 7’). 
“Whereas the first two verses of the poem [starting at measures 10 (see ‘Example 6’) and 
35 (see ‘Example 10’ below)] describe the ruins of trees and buildings, it is only at the last verse 
that there is a description of the ruins of soldiers. Pentland dramatizes this human desolation by 
adding only the minor sixth [C-flat] to the tonic [E-flat minor] and withholding the major sixth 
[C-natural] that was added at the beginning.”81 
 
                                                        
80 Hart, 11-12. 
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Example 10. Barbara Pentland, Ruins, mm. 33 – 35 
 
The final occurrence of the added minor sixth to the tonic in the concluding measures of 
the piece (mm. 81 – 84) merge out of the vocal phrase, “Clay crumbling slow to clay again,” and 
makes for an especially haunting finish. The harmony, in combination with Pentland’s morendo 
indication (literally ‘dying’, making the sound slowly die away), emulates the cinematographic 
technique of ‘fading-out’, where the viewer is left with a final, darkening picture of bullet-
riddled corpses scattered across the battlefield (See ‘Example 1’). 
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CHAPTER THREE 
SONG CYCLE 
 
Pentland began composing this cycle of five songs for voice and piano in December 
1942, following her second summer studying with Aaron Copland at the Berkshire Music Centre 
at Tanglewood in Lenox, Massachusetts. She selected five poems by Anne Marriott (1913 – 
1997), a Canadian West Coast poet, born and raised in British Columbia. In the liner notes to the 
1986 Anthology of Canadian Music – Barbara Pentland, produced by Radio Canada 
International, Pentland explains, “Anne Marriott wrote [these poems] for me to set to music, with 
the idea of expressing aspects of Canada in those war years between 1943 and 1945.”82 They 
illustrate the diverse natural ‘gems’ of Canada, such as its wide-open prairies, abundant 
woodlands and impressive mountain ranges. In addition, Marriott depicts modern developments 
of the time, such as urban centres scattered throughout the country and the expansive railroad 
system linking them together, from coast-to-coast. The work was premiered by, and dedicated to, 
soprano Frances James Adaskin (1903 – 1988), a well-known enthusiast and supporter of 
Canadian music. 
In her book, Aaron Copland: His Work and Contribution to American Music, author Julia 
Smith points out that Pentland and her fellow composition students at Tanglewood were 
instructed by Copland to write simply, and they sought to acquire their teacher’s general qualities 
of musical transparency, the distribution of parts, and the clarity of both melody and harmony
83
 - 
traits closely tied to neoclassical principles. Typical characteristics of neoclassic writing include 
                                                        
82 Joseph Macerollo, Rick MacMillan, Susan Mertens, and Barbara Pentland, liner notes to Anthology 
of Canadian Music – Barbara Pentland, Radio Canada International (ACM 25, 1986).  
83 Julia Smith, Aaron Copland: His Work and Contribution to American Music (New York: E.P. Dutton 
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formal balance, clarity, transparent textures, economy, directness, and expressive restraint
84
; 
these stylistic essences stemmed from reaction to the rich harmony, loose forms, and extravagant 
emotionalism of late romantic music
85
. 
This lean, more horizontal neoclassicism is precisely the direction Copland pointed 
Pentland toward during those ‘Tanglewood summers’. In an article titled “Barbara Pentland”, 
author Robert Turner writes: 
“In the works of this period there emerged many of the characteristics that have marked 
[Pentland’s] style ever since. The musical texture is predominantly contrapuntal, in which the 
combination of melodic lines (with little or no harmonic padding) determines the sonorous 
structure of the music. The melodies are of a lyrical, expansive, and sometimes declamatory 
type, and are marked by wide skips…. The harmonies produced are basically triadic formations, 
often with polytonal implications. …The music is rarely atonal, for however freely the lines 
move within the total chromatic orbit, there is always a unifying tonality underlining each 
movement and the work as a whole. Many of the fast movements of these and later works gain 
their impetus from a jaunty, syncopated type of tune, doubtless nurtured by Copland…”86 
 
Turner’s description is a far cry from Pentland’s early formative approach (as displayed in 
Chapter Two’s discussion of Ruins). She not only admired, but assimilated, her teacher’s 
modernist aesthetics, as conveyed in her setting of Song Cycle. 
 
 
The Songs of Song Cycle 
 
1. “Wheat”  
 
 The first song of the cycle, “Wheat,” is approximately 2 minutes and 40 seconds. The 
voice part spans the range of C4 to A5, and the tessitura is approximately E4 to F5. Its dynamic 
range is from pianissimo to mezzo forte and corresponds to the poetic details. The poem is as 
follows: 
                                                        
84 Don Michael Randel, The Harvard Dictionary of Music, 4th ed. (Cambridge and London: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2003), 557.  
85 “Neoclassical Music,” New World Encyclopedia, modified July 30th, 2011, 
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Neoclassical_Music 
86 Robert Turner, “Barbara Pentland,” The Canadian Music Journal 4 (Summer 1958): 18. 
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 Wheat 
 Across the great wide land, 
The land full of vast sky and mighty clouds 
That sweep their shadows on the rolling miles, 
The wheat blows. 
 
The sweet burned-gold of brittle grain 
Ripples the empty earth from rim to rim, 
Rustles the silence of the strong bright air 
As the wind blows. 
 
Swept by the ceaseless prairie wind, 
Huge and elemental as the land 
The grain is never still. 
Across a million fields the wind blows. 
 
 The poem is comprised of twelve lines – three 4-line stanzas (quatrains), with the rhyme 
scheme ABCD EFGD HAID. The poem describes ‘prairie features’, such as vast fields of wheat, 
expansive skies covered with puffy clouds, and strong winds. Each utterance of “blow” at the 
end of each stanza is represented by ‘D’ and acts to unify the poem. The other repeated rhyming 
pattern occurs at the ends of lines 1 and 10 on the word “land,” represented by ‘A’. Marriott 
likely reiterates this word to accentuate the importance of the elemental landscape to, not only 
the prairie provinces, but to the country as a whole. 
With regard to Pentland’s musical setting, “Wheat” is comprised of three formal sections, 
separated by piano interludes, which correspond to the three verses of the poem. Each verse 
concludes with a reference to the blowing of wind or wheat, which Pentland musically illustrates 
using a repeated sigh-like falling major third (an octave plus a third at the end of Section B) in 
the vocal melody.  
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Example 11. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 13 – 14 
 
 
 
 
 
Example 12. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 27 – 29 (octave + 3rd = 10th) 
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Example 13. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 47 – 49   
 
 
The opening A section comprises measures 1 through 17 and features an eighth-note 
ostinato pattern in the piano accompaniment centering on the pitch of F, depicting the undulating 
fields and ceaseless prairie wind.  
 
 
Example 14. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 5 - 8 
 
Section B spans measures 18 through 34, and it is also characterized by an ostinato 
pattern in the piano, this time centering on the pitch of A and in quarter-note rhythm, as the 
following examples illustrates. 
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Example 15. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 18 – 20 
 
A reprise of section A begins at measure 35 with a return of the opening left-hand eighth-
note ostinato pattern underneath a varied melody. An ‘echo’ of the initial vocal phrase, “Across 
the great wide land” (measures 5 through 7), occurs melodically at measures 44 through 46 on 
the words, “Across a million fields”, further distinguishing the tripartite (ternary) formal 
structure.  
 
Example 16. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 44 – 46 
 
As mentioned previously, Pentland delineates the sections by incorporating piano 
interludes following both the A and B sections. Despite these formal divisions, however, the 
frequent presence of rhythmic ostinato acts as a unifying element within the song. 
 The tempo indication of andante maestoso at the beginning of the score translates as 
‘moderately slow and majestic’, where the quarter note equals 72 beats per minute (BPM). This 
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tempo remains steady throughout, suitably illustrating the unchanging expansiveness of the 
prairies and highlighting the importance of wheat as one of Canadian agriculture’s most enduring 
crops. The ‘greatness’ of the land is also effectively depicted by the lyrical, wide-ranging vocal 
phrases, as are the moments where Pentland writes melodic lines built on descending major 
triads in support of textual references to the power and presence of the vast landscape. See 
‘Example 14’ (mm. 6 – 7: “great wide land”); ‘Example 17’ (mm. 10 – 12: “rolling miles”); 
‘Example 18’ (m. 26: “strong bright air”); and ‘Example 16’ (mm. 44 – 46: “a million fields” in 
inversion). These, and the several other instances where descending triads appear imitatively 
between the voice and right-hand piano parts, serve to further unify the song. 
 
 
Example 17. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 10 – 14 
 
The steady 4/4 meter supports the majestic, wide-open atmosphere. There are few 
instances where the meter briefly shifts away from 4/4: measure 12 (to 2/4), measure 22 (to 3/4), 
and measure 24 (to 3/4). In each case, Pentland’s motivation of varying the meter stems from a 
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musical sensitivity to the poetry and an acknowledgement of proper stress patterns in the 
language. In measure 11, the word “miles” is given a half-note value that is extended by one 
quarter-note into the following 2/4 measure (m. 12), effectively illustrating its textual 
‘grandness’. The subsequent phrase (“The wheat blows.”) reveals a shift back to 4/4 meter, with 
“The” sounding as an unaccented eighth-note upbeat leading to the downbeat on “wheat” (see 
‘Example 17: mm. 10 – 14). In the second occurrence, at measures 21 to 23, the shift to 3/4 at m. 
22 (“earth from rim to”) serves the textual stress pattern most appropriately: 
  
 
Example 18. Barbara Pentland, “Wheat,” mm. 21 - 26 
 
The third and, perhaps, most striking instance of Pentland’s faithfulness to the sound and 
essential meanings of the poetry is found in her metric variation at m. 24 to 3/4 on the word 
“Rustles,” featuring an eighth-note / dotted quarter-note rhythm, followed by a shift back into 4/4 
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at m. 25 on the word “silence,” which is given a contrasting, elongated rhythm of quarter-note / 
half-note. These measures (mm. 24 - 25 at the text “Rustles the silence”) mark the singular 
moment in the song where the musical momentum served by the ostinato ceases altogether and 
the dynamic level of both the voice and piano parts reduces to a mere pianissimo – a compelling 
illumination by the composer of this poetic detail (see ‘Example 18’ above). 
Throughout “Wheat” the harmonic language is intricate and somewhat challenging to 
analyze. In her doctoral dissertation, “Form and Poetry in Selected Songs of Barbara Pentland”, 
Carolyn Hart points out that in this opening song, the “voice and right hand of the piano share 
motivic material and tend to shift tonal centers almost every bar. In contrast, the left hand 
frequently has an ostinato. This sometimes creates a bitonal harmonic structure [, as shown in 
‘Example 14’: mm. 5 – 8].”87 The chromatic links between the shifting tonal centers within this 
linearly constructed piece, plus its lack of key signature, add to the overall complexity. Yet, 
“despite more modern harmonies, vestiges of tonality remain in “Wheat”, much as they do in 
Copland’s and Hindemith’s works of this period.”88  
From a performer’s view, while “Wheat” does not present unusually difficult rhythms, 
the song’s considerable range, disjunct vocal leaps, and lengthy phrases present the most specific 
vocal challenges. Hart writes, “for example, the first phrase is nine measures long and covers the 
range of a twelfth.”89 Throughout the song, Pentland makes use of the accompaniment to aid in 
creating the mood of the piece. While the linear, contrapuntal style is reinforced through shared 
motivic material and imitation between the vocal line and the right hand of the piano, the near-
continuous left-hand ostinato reminds the listener that Canada’s undulating wheat fields are, and 
will remain, an important national symbol. In addition to the immediate musical demands, the 
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piece is text-driven, with an entirely syllabic setting. As a result, the song demands special 
attention to textual interpretation in order to create a successful performance. 
 
2. “Forest” 
The pianissimo dynamic indicated at the beginning of “Forest” provides a sharp contrast 
to the concluding fortissimo measures of “Wheat”. “Forest” is the longest song in the cycle, at 
approximately 3 minutes and 30 seconds, and its adagio tempo (quarter note = 72) remains 
consistent throughout. The vocal range is similar to “Wheat,” spanning from C#4 to A5, and the 
tessitura is also akin to “Wheat”, spanning from E4 to F5. The text follows: 
Forest 
 Trunks are like pillars 
Chopped out of primeval earth, 
 Not friendly things of wood 
Born like a human birth. 
 
Branches blind the sky, 
Spreading with heavy might 
Keeping the caverned ground 
Deep in a dark-green night. 
 
The forest is deep and dim, 
Shadow its only light, 
Drowned in a dark-green night. 
 
Three formal sections correspond to the three verses of the poem and are delineated by 
two piano interludes. The poem is comprised of 11 lines organized into 3 stanzas; the first two 
are quatrains (containing 4 lines) and the final stanza is a tercet (containing 3 lines). The rhyme 
scheme is AABA CCDC ECC, and each formal section expresses separate, yet related, woodland 
elements. The first stanza describes the trunks of trees, the second depicts their branches, and the 
concluding stanza represents the cavernous forest in its entirety, a manifestation of the two prior 
‘ingredients’ en masse.  
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Although dissimilar in length to the first and second quatrains, the third and final stanza 
is connected to the previous two in subject matter. Particularly, it links together with the second 
stanza in its description of lush, dense foliage blocking out the sunlight. Poet Anne Marriott 
highlights this textual relationship by means of reiterating the ‘C’ component of the rhyme 
scheme (‘sky’, ‘might’ and ‘night’ of the second stanza correlates with ‘light’ and ‘night’ off the 
third stanza), a form of poetic unification. The final line of the third stanza – the closing 
statement of the poem – is a near-identical repetition of the second stanza’s final line, the only 
difference being the initial word, which is of similar undertone: “Drowned in a dark-green night” 
instead of “Deep in a dark-green night.”  This occasion of text repetition provides additional 
unification and is rhythmically acknowledged in Pentland’s setting, with the use of dotted-half 
notes for both statements of “dark-green night,” at measures 25 to 26 and measures 41 to 42:  
 
 
Example 19. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 24 – 26 
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Example 20. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 32 – 43 
 
Throughout “Forest”, Pentland makes use of the accompaniment to create the mood for 
the piece and assist in evoking the imagery of the text. Within the first moments of the song, the 
accompaniment establishes the sense of mystery and majesty of the forest in its presentation of 
the opening theme in mm. 1 - 5: an angular, twisting line in the right hand, played legato, that 
moves along in a plodding manner of primarily quarter notes and is anchored by long-held, low 
register open octaves in the left hand.
90
 One can ‘hear’ the imposing strength of trees, with their 
gnarled, meandering branches and broad trunks, bringing to mind the magnificent forests of 
British Columbia, the westernmost Canadian province where poet Anne Marriott called home.  
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Example 21. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 1 – 5 
The opening theme makes its first reappearance in the piano interlude at mm. 14 – 17, in 
truncated form. The right hand material is presented a 10
th
 higher (starting on C4) than the 
original statement (A1) and follows the same intervallic contour as measures 1 through to the 
downbeat of 5. The left-hand, meanwhile, veers away from the original long-held notes, instead 
joining with the right-hand ‘twisting’ and moving, primarily, in contrary motion. 
 
 
Example 22. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 14 – 19 
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Another modified return of this opening ‘meandering branches motive’ occurs at mm. 28 
– 31, the second piano interlude. It begins identically to the original version until the final quarter 
note of m. 29, where A in the right hand is sounded an octave below (A3 instead of A4). New 
material then follows at m. 30 until the fourth quarter-note of m. 31, at which point the original 
pitches sounded in the second half of m. 4 (E-flat3 – B2 – F#2) return in contrary motion (D#3 – 
B3 – F-sharp4): 
 
Example 23. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 28 – 31 
 
A secondary motif-like theme comprising the interval of a fifth first appears melodically 
in measure 6, the last measure of the piano introduction. It is then transferred to the voice part 
starting in measure 7, while a harmonic presentation of the interval of a fifth is simultaneously 
sounded in the accompaniment.
91
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Example 24. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” mm. 6 – 14 
The perfect fifth, being one of the more consonant and stable intervals in music, effectively 
captures the solidness of the mighty tree trunk and its ability to provide a sturdy energetic footing 
from which branches emerge. Reiterations of this secondary theme emerge at various points 
along the way, for instance, melodically, as at mm. 18 – 19 in the voice and left-hand piano (see 
‘Example 22’), and harmonically, at mm. 33 – 34 in the accompaniment (see ‘Example 20’). The 
interval of a fifth is sounded in a particularly concentrated manner at mm. 37 – 39 (see ‘Example 
20’) in the piano part, first melodically in ascending motion at m. 37, then harmonically in mm. 
38 – 39 (see ‘Example 20’). 
 “Throughout the song,” authors Eastman and McGee point out, “these two elements, the 
wandering shapeless melody and the fanfare-like fifth, are combined in a number of ways to 
unify the composition and to support the mood and sense of the text.”92 Pentland, indeed, 
effectively generates musical images of large, towering trees with outstretched, sinuous branches 
– grand images that remain throughout the entire piece. Yet, her indication of primarily soft 
dynamic levels throughout the piece (with the exception of two brief instances) concurrently 
reflects the sacredness of the old growth coastal forest – it’s stillness and grace.  
 Similar to the previous song, “Wheat”, the Coplandesque linear texture and economical 
melodic material in “Forest” serve to illustrate the poem; the two contrasting thematic ideas are 
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primary examples of this. Pentland opts, again, for a primarily syllabic text setting, with just two 
exceptions in direct response to the text. At m. 20, for example, the word “spreading” is 
accentuated by setting the first syllable (“spread- ”) over two quarter notes that ascend an 
interval of a perfect 4
th
. This melismatic application serves to musically ‘spread’ the text, and the 
rising motion emphasizes the ‘opening out’ essence of the verb: 
 
Example 25. Barbara Pentland, “Forest,” m. 20 
 
Another instance where Pentland deviates from syllabic writing occurs at mm. 39 – 40 on 
the word “Drowned,” which combines with a descending step-wise motion (G5 – F5 – E-flat5 on 
“Drow-” and F5 – E-flat 5 on “-ned”) to dramatically illustrate a sinking feeling (see ‘Example 
20’). This example of phrasal contouring according to the sentiment of the words (notice also the 
assignment of  “dark- ” on the lowest note of the phrase, C#4), as well as the acknowledgement 
of the intonation of speech and correct stress patterns in the declamatory setting, (see ‘Example 
24’: mm. 7 – 14) further display the sensitivity shown by Pentland in her approach to text setting.  
The harmonic language of “Forest” is also comparable to the previous song, “Wheat”, in 
that the tonal language constantly shifts, giving the entire piece a rather ambiguous harmonic 
character. Like “Wheat”, “Forest” is without a key signature, and there is no clear suggestion of 
a C major or A minor harmonic idiom. The singer who studies “Forest” may encounter a few 
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challenges due to the overall lack of tonal center, despite an underscoring tonality remaining 
throughout. In any event, a soprano primed to encounter tonal shifts, instances of disjunct motion 
and a largely syllabic setting may find that the strongest demand upon her in “Forest” is to create 
beautiful legato, free-flowing phrases within the indicated slow-moving tempo. 
 
3. “Tracks” 
“Tracks” marks another pointed character shift; following the pianissimo conclusion of 
the slow-paced preceding movement, “Forest”, the allegro piano introduction of “Tracks” 
(quarter-note = 184) creates an unexpected and electrifying flourish. Furthermore, Pentland’s 
indications in the opening measures of a mezzo-forte dynamic, “very rhythmic non legato” right-
hand eighth-notes, scattered with punctuating accents on the strong beats of the triple and duple 
patterns, and the pesante (heavy and ponderous) left-hand bass-line, articulated in mezzo staccato 
(moderately detached) fashion (written as a tenuto underneath a dot, with a firm attack and 
broken slightly between the notes) provide an additional level of energy and excitement.  
 
Example 26. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 1 – 5 
 
 “Tracks” is the shortest song in the cycle, lasting approximately 1 minute and 20 
seconds, which effectively captures the essence of a train coming and going with great speed. 
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The vocal range extends from D4 to A5, a similar range to both “Wheat” and “Forest”; the 
lowest note of the range is just one semitone higher than “Forest” and a whole tone higher than 
“Wheat,” and the uppermost note of A5 is identical to both prior songs. The tessitura, however, 
sits slightly higher than “Wheat,” and “Forest,” spanning from approximately F4 to G5. The 
poem reads as follows: 
Tracks 
Hard hot steel in day, 
Cold glinting steel in night, 
The narrow band binds the scattered land 
Binds and braces it steely tight, 
And its mate runs beside it all the way. 
 
Through the stiff plains of wheat, 
Manacling mountain and sand, 
Chaining seas to seas, 
Locking west to east, 
The tracks are running to hold the land, 
Always together, but never meet. 
Although the two stanzas are of differing lengths, their poetic forms are comparable; the 
first stanza is comprised of five lines, with the rhyme scheme ABCBC, and the second is 
comprised of six lines, with the rhyme scheme DCEECD, with a piano interlude of just over four 
measures delineating the formal sections. The second utterance of ‘E’ (“east”) acts as a kind of 
‘poetic echo’ of the final word of the previous line “(seas”). However, this is an example of 
‘scarce rhyme’, referring to words with limited rhyming alternatives; in this case, few words 
rhyme with “seas”.93 Other than the ‘echoing E’ (without it, the rhyme scheme would be, simply, 
CDECD), this second stanza matches the symmetrical nature of the first stanza.  
Anne Marriott continues her description of Canada, this time illustrating the importance 
of the railway in unifying the country as a whole, both geographically and politically.  
                                                        
93 “Types of Rhymes,” You Go Rhymes, accessed on October 14, 2015, 
http://www.yougorhymes.com/site/types-of-rhymes 
“Our history,” CPR, accessed on July 16, 2015, http://www.cpr.ca/en/about-cp/our-history. 
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“It was the Canadian Pacific Railway that comprised [Canada’s first Prime Minister] 
John A. MacDonald’s “national dream.” Connection to the national railway was a promise to 
both [the western-most province of] British Columbia and [the eastern maritime province of] 
Prince Edward Island to ensure their entrance into Confederation [, the process by which the 
federal Dominion of Canada was formed, beginning on July 1, 1867].”94 
 
 The Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) was founded in 1881 to link Canada’s populated 
centres with the relatively unpopulated west. Territories were becoming provinces and provinces 
were joining to form what we call Canada today. The railway would cover 3,200 kilometers 
(2,000 miles) of swamps, bogs, rivers, prairies, and mountains,
95
 many geographical features 
described in Marriott’s poem (“Through the stiff plains of wheat, Manacling mountain and 
sand”). In a similar manner to CPR’s account, “Steel rails 12 metres (39 ft.) were laid on each 
side of the ties and iron spikes were hammered in to hold the rails in place,”96 Marriott provides 
an expressive description of the railway tracks in her opening few lines: “Hard hot steel in day, 
Cold glinting steel in night, The narrow band binds the scattered land, Binds and brace it steely 
tight.” These words emphasize the key role the railway tracks played in bringing together a vast 
nation. 
 Just as Marriott is expressive in her portrayal of the Canadian railway system, Pentland is 
equally articulate in her musical interpretation of the poem. She opts, again, for a predominantly 
syllabic setting in order to present the text with clarity and simplicity. This straightforward 
presentation of the poem demonstrates directness, mimicking the directed advancement of the 
train along the tracks. The nearly unflagging rhythmic eighth-note ostinato figure in the piano 
accompaniment underscores this momentum, effectively generating the constant ‘chugging’ 
motion of the forward-moving locomotive, while acting as an unifying element of the song as a 
                                                        
94 “Ties that Bind: Essay; A Brief History of Railways in Canada,” Collections Canada: Library and 
Archives Canada, accessed on July 17, 2015, https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/trains/021006-
1000-e.html. 
95 “Our history,” CPR, accessed on July 16, 2015, http://www.cpr.ca/en/about-cp/our-history. 
96 Ibid. 
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whole. Both the 8/8 time-signature and allegro tempo remain consistent throughout, and this 
continuity serves to illustrate the relentless forward motion at rushing speed; there are no halting 
moments along the train’s journey.   
Building on the excitement established in the opening measures of the piano introduction, 
when the soprano enters at measure 7, she must continue adding to the already-established 
driving energy by observing the specified accented punctuations and tenuto (adding mild 
dynamic emphasis) markings, while displaying a firm handling of the 8/8 time signature.  
 
Example 27. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 6 – 10 
 
This odd 8/8 meter – ‘odd’ referring to the time signature grouping the measure into three 
odd beats – is one of the most challenging aspects for the singer. Throughout the piece, the 
singer encounters odd rhythmic groupings that assist in increasing overall dynamism, in the 
following three patterns: 
a. Two (2) compound beats PLUS one (1) simple beat:  
1 +2 + 3 4 + 5 + 6 7 + 8 
b. One (1) compound beat PLUS one (1) simple beat PLUS one (1) compound beat: 
1 + 2 + 3 4 + 5  6 + 7 + 8 
c. One (1) simple beat PLUS two (2) compound beats 
1 + 2  3 + 4 + 5 6 + 7 + 8 
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Pentland places the accents and tenuto markings on the first beat of some of these 
rhythmic groupings to further demonstrate the short and repetitive, dull and explosive sound 
made by the laboring train engine. The following examples show the three variations, in order of 
the patterns listed above: 
 
Example 28. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” m. 14 
 
 
Example 29. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” m. 20 
 
 
Example 30. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” m. 47 
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Pentland also shows careful consideration for the text by means of melodic contour. At 
measures 32 to 34, for example, the shape of the phrase ascends to illustrate the height of the 
“mountain” before it moves back downward to portray the lowness of sea level, where the 
“sand” is: 
 
Example 31. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 32 – 34 
 
Moreover, at measures 43 to 45 (“running to hold the land”), the quick eighth-note 
rhythm on “running to” pairs with the piano’s right-hand eighth notes and uses the same step-
wise contour, harmonizing a minor 3
rd
 below; the voice part ‘absorbs’ the persistent quality of 
the piano ostinato, further highlighting the textual reference to the speed in which the Canadian 
railroad system was laid down: “[The] incredible engineering feat [of the Canadian Pacific 
Railway] was completed on Nov. 7, 1885 – six years ahead of schedule – when the last spike was 
driven at Craigellachie, B.C.”97  
                                                        
97 “Our history,” CPR, accessed on July 16, 2015, http://www.cpr.ca/en/about-cp/our-history. 
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Example 32. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 43 – 45 
The dotted quarter note on the word “hold” provides an appropriate contrast to the breathless 
“running,” accentuating the railroad’s strong and stable presence once completed, as well as its 
significance in strengthening the country as a whole. Additionally, the two tied whole notes on 
the word “land” reflect the great Canadian expanse, while its climactic high A5 – the highest 
note in the song – drives home the significance of the nation’s landscape; more often than not, 
the land that Canadians belong to, whether level or mountainous, is their livelihood and dignity, 
and they, therefore, understand the importance of valuing it, honouring it, and respecting it.  
As in the previous two songs, “Tracks” has no key signature, and its tonal language is, 
once again, quite ambiguous, with regular harmonic shifts. Nevertheless, the underlying piano 
part frequently doubles the vocal pitches, either within the continuous eighth-note momentum of 
the right hand or in the supporting left-hand base line, which aids the singer in seamlessly 
navigating through the varying harmonic territories. 
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Example 33. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 16 – 18 
 
It is likely the soprano will appreciate the handful of stepwise ‘retreats’ (for example, at 
measures 19 to 23) within an otherwise rather disjunct, instrumental-like, setting that recalls the 
compositional approach of Pentland’s former teacher, Copland, in and around the time she 
studied with him. 
 
 
 
Example 34. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 19 – 23 
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Furthermore, the singer will presumably recognize the positive aspects of Pentland’s 
primarily syllabic setting in this movement – and in Song Cycle as a whole – for its facilitation of 
textual clarity. The composer provides assistance to the soprano in accomplishing clear text 
declamation by means of acknowledging proper prosodic stress in her rhythmic setting, such as 
at measures 16 to 18 on the words, “binds and braces it steely-tight” (see ‘Example 33’ above), 
where the addition of accent markings on “binds,” “bra- ” (of “braces”), “stee” (of “steely- ”), 
and “-tight” further mimic the inflection of the language. Pentland’s declamatory vocal style – 
again, in the style of Copland – demands that the soprano gives prime consideration to textual 
interpretation in order that the words may be effectively conveyed to her audience.  
There are a couple of brief instances where Pentland uses melismatic writing solely for 
the purpose of text-painting, at measure 35 (“Chaining”) and measure 38 (“Locking”). By 
deviating from the predominantly syllabic setting at these moments, she emphasizes the 
interrelated aspect of these two verbs, which both describe the action of fastening or securing. In 
so doing, Pentland reinforces Marriott’s portrayal of the railroad system drawing the country 
together, in all its expansiveness. 
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Example 35. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 35 – 40 
 
A final aspect the soprano ought to consider is the method in which she will treat 
Pentland’s repetition of the words “Always together” in the concluding measure of the piece, at 
measures 46 to 49. Although the pitches differ between both statements, they hold an identical 
rhythmic pattern of dotted quarter-note / half-note / eighth-note; as such, it remains the 
responsibility of the singer to present each occurrence with a different vocal inflection. 
 
 
Example 36. Barbara Pentland, “Tracks,” mm. 46 – 49 
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4. “Mountains” 
“Mountains,” is comparable in duration to the previous movement, “Tracks”, lasting 1 
minute and 40 seconds. The vocal range spans from C4 to G5, and the tessitura is approximately 
C4 to B4, somewhat lower than the other four songs of the cycle. Marriott’s poem is six lines 
long and reads as follows: 
Mountains 
Blocks of rock thrusting like giants’ fists 
Out of the plains 
Hammering untouched sky; 
 
Sharp with snow, 
Dark with climber trees 
Warning fragile man, “Too high!” 
 
Two formal sections, each containing three lines of text, correspond to the two verses of 
the poem and are distinguished by a piano interlude. The rhyme scheme is ABC DEC; the 
rhyming words, “sky” and “high!” (designated as ‘C’), emphasize the extreme elevation of the 
seemingly sky-reaching summit.  
Despite its like duration to “Tracks”, this fourth song is remarkably dissimilar in mood 
and atmosphere. In contrast to the confident, determined and driving nature of the third song, 
supported by its allegro tempo and continuous, assured, even eighth-note ostinato in the piano 
part, “Mountains” features Coplandesque dotted and syncopated rhythms, which not only act as 
an unifying element within the song, but also serve to create an unsettling feeling relevant to the 
poem. Pentland’s lento maestoso (slow, majestic) and pesante e legato (heavy and connected) 
indications to the pianist at the beginning of the piece immediately capture the hugeness and 
impressiveness of the mountain range, while her incorporation of dotted and syncopated rhythms 
in both the piano and vocal parts seem to foreshadow the impending doom of the fragile, 
unsteady man who attempts to climb the rock face.  
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Example 37. Barbara Pentland, “Mountains,” mm. 1 – 4 
 
Adding to the unsettling atmosphere of the poem, Pentland sets Marriott’s poem in an 
odd 5/4 meter. There are two brief, one-measure instances where Pentland shifts the meter from 
the asymmetrical, unstable 5/4 meter to a symmetrical 4/4 meter, at measure 9 (see ‘Example 
38’) and measure 23 (see ‘Example 39’). These points of stability seem to correspond to two 
literal ‘down-to-earth’ objects: the low-lying plains, from where the masses of rock thrust forth, 
and the ground upon which the fragile man’s life will terminate should he plummet, presented by 
the falling minor third from G5 to E5 in voice part on the repeated cry of the word “high!” 
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Example 38. Barbara Pentland, “Mountains,” mm. 8 – 12 
 
In order to capture the descriptive details within the poem, Pentland again incorporates various 
stylistic components that reflect the different images therein. For instance, the disjunct, leaping 
melodic lines fittingly illustrate the jagged cliffs and uneven mountain edges. The pianist, too, 
must execute the same kind of intervallic leaps, as well as command a tremendously wide range 
of the keyboard.  
Another example of the composer’s musical sensitivity to the poetry is shown at 
measures 21 to 25, where Pentland uses phrasal contour to mirror the immense height of the 
mountain, with its two consecutive rising leaps in the voice part on the word “high!” The second 
utterance of “high!” exhibits the melody falling a minor third (mentioned above), and the 
dynamic level decreasing over three measures from forte to piano; this musically depicts the 
potential danger of the mountain climber (the “fragile man”) falling from the peak.  
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Example 39. Barbara Pentland, “Mountains,” mm. 21 – 25 
 
With regard to harmonic language, there is, again, no specified key signature, nor stable 
tonality, within Pentland’s modernist employment of the diatonic materials; as in the other 
movements of Song Cycle, “Mountains” lacks a clear sense of ‘functional’ voice leading, and 
dissonance treatment is employed regularly. What sets “Mountains” apart from the other songs in 
the cycle, in particular, is the juxtaposition of its sparse, linear clarity alongside heavily pounded, 
dissonant chord clusters in the piano, as shown in measures 5 to 8; these punctuating, 
‘thunderous’ chords acting as an unifying device, repeatedly bringing to the forefront of the 
listener’s mind the ever-present monstrosity of the mountain range – its sheer size and 
overpowering nature. 
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Example 40. Barbara Pentland, “Mountains,” mm. 5 – 8 
 
Moreover, this fourth song differs from the others in its prominent employment of 
‘Coplandesque’ open fifths98 in the piano part, likely in representation of a specific kind of 
openness: the open prairies from which the exposed peaks thrust forth (see ‘Example 38’).  
In his monograph on Pentland’s teacher at Tanglewood, author Larry Starr writes, 
“Typical descriptions of Copland’s style will refer to his habitual open spacing of intervals and 
chords and to the often transparent quality of his [writing].”99 Pentland’s augmentation and wide 
spacing in the accompaniment express the seemingly limitless size and height of the mountains, 
and it is evident that her setting remains faithful to the sounds and essential meanings of 
Marriott’s poetry. 
Pentland, again, uses a primarily syllabic setting, with a couple of exceptions for text-
painting purposes. For instance, at measure 16, the smooth semitone slide down on the word 
“snow” accentuates the ‘biting feel’ of the previous dotted-rhythm on the word “sharp” (see 
‘Example 41’ below). A second example is found in the subsequent two measures (mm. 17 – 
                                                        
98 Stanley V.  Kleppinger, “Copland’s Fifths and Their Structural Role in the Sonata for Violin and 
Piano,” Society for Music Theory 17, no. 2 (July 2011), 
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.11.17.2/mto.11.17.2.kleppinger.html. 
99 Larry Starr, The Dickinson Songs of Aaron Copland (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2002), 19. 
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18), where Pentland writes a rising 4-note scale on the word “trees” of the passage, “Dark with 
climber trees,” to illustrate their ascent up the mountain: 
 
 
Example 41. Barbara Pentland, “Mountains,” mm. 16 – 18 
 
As before, the musical setting of “Mountains” is primarily syllabic and considers proper 
stress patterns of the language (see ‘Example 40’: mm. 5 – 8). Pentland’s composition promotes 
text intelligibility – a welcome support for the soprano aiming to unite musical expressivity and 
poetic clarity so that the listener may fully receive and comprehend the various details described 
throughout Marriott’s ‘scene’. 
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5. “Cities” 
The soprano approaching “Cities”, the last song of Song Cycle, will encounter a medium 
range, from D4 to G5, and a comfortable tessitura of approximately F4 to E5. Neither range nor 
tessitura place an extreme demand upon the voice, and the song – like the previous two 
movements – is quite short in duration, lasting approximately 1 minute and 50 seconds. Despite 
the rather brief length of the piece, the poem contains a number of words that detail diverse 
aspects of Canada’s landscape and urban developments in the 1940s, as follows: 
Cities 
Salt and fog and salt, 
Ship whistle and spitting spray 
Sea-scarred freighter and man-o’-war; 
Seacoast cities are strong and grey, 
And the fishing towns salty and strong as they. 
 
Wide and windy streets 
Run to escape in the plain; 
By stockyard and elevator, 
Run out and out thru the endless grain; 
Prairie city streets know no bond nor rein. 
 
Quebec’s rich cities are gloried with bells 
Sad or glad for the hour. 
There are banking cities and factory towns 
Sprung sure from the soil from shore to shore 
And all bound to the town with the carillon tower. 
 
 Three formal sections correspond to the three verses of the poem and are defined by two 
piano interludes. The three stanzas of each poem are comprised of five lines (referred to as 
‘cinquain’ form). The particular rhyme scheme is ABCBB DEFEE GHIHH. It should be noted 
that the fourth line of the third stanza, ending in “shore” is an example of ‘half rhyme’ (also 
known as ‘imperfect rhyme’, ‘slant rhyme’, ‘near rhyme’ or ‘oblique rhyme’), where the syllable 
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of the ending consonant matches that of “hour” and “tower” (lines 2 and 5), however the vowel 
sound does not match perfectly.
100
  
Each formal section illustrates aspects of certain provinces of Canada. The first expresses 
characteristics associated with the eastern Atlantic provinces (New Brunswick, Prince Edward 
Island, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador); the second discusses features of the 
prairie provinces (Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba); and the third refers to the province of 
Quebec and the city (indicated as “town”) of Ottawa, located in the province of Ontario. A 
striking feature involves the perfectly rhyming syllables concluding lines 2 and 5 of the third 
stanza, as mentioned above. The words “hour” and “carillon tower” have a shared connection of 
importance; they both represent The Peace Tower, the dominant feature on Parliament Hill, the 
home of Canada’s federal government. This tower contains both a clock (as represented by 
“hour”) and a large keyboard instrument similar to that of an organ, called a carillon.101 
Despite there being three verses, Pentland sets Marriott’s poem in two-part binary form. 
In her dissertation, Carolyn Hart notes, “The opening A section is characterized by syncopated, 
almost jazz-like rhythms [in the style of Copland]. The B section begins in m. 39 with [another 
Coplandesque feature,] an ostinato.”102 There is an energetic two-measure piano introduction, 
within a mezzo piano dynamic, is played in ‘sonore fashion’ (with resonant, rich tone), and the 
simple duple 2/2 meter and andante (walking speed) tempo established at the outset is retained 
throughout the piece – a unifying feature. These opening couple of measures present two short, 
distinctively-shaped melodic-rhythmic motives in the right-hand piano part, which reappear 
                                                        
100 “Definition of Half Rhyme,” Literary Devices, accessed on October 14, 2015, 
http://literarydevices.net/half-rhyme/ 
101 “Public Works and Government Services Canada,” Government of Canada, accessed on October 
14, 2015, http://www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/collineduparlement-parliamenthill/batir-
building/centre/tour-tower/tour-tower-eng.html 
102 Hart, 19. 
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throughout the song and serve as a further unifying device: a 5-note pattern comprising a 
descending interval of a fifth followed by an upper neighbour note and a descending 5-note scale 
passage.
103
  
 
Example 42. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 1 – 2 
 
Sheila Eastman and Timothy J. McGee, in their book Barbara Pentland, observe that 
“…Pentland had refined a technique of unification through the use of a single basic interval that 
is given different motivic shapes. The short melodic-rhythmic motifs are then extended and 
varied to give the music an underlying unity...”104 ‘Example 43’ and ‘Example 44’ below show 
such altered reappearances in the voice part at later points in the song. 
 
  
 
                                                        
103 Eastman and McGee, 48. 
104 Ibid. 
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Example 43. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 22 – 27 (*altered rhythm on repetition at mm. 24 – 25) 
 
 McGee and Eastman also point out that – just as the sparse, contrapuntal properties and 
thinner texture (frequently just two voices sound in imitation; see ‘Example 43’ and ‘Example 
45’), the syncopated rhythms (see ‘Example 45’), the shifting, flexible tonality (see ‘ Example 
45’), and the use of ostinato (see ‘ Example 44’) in “Cities” may be referred to as being 
stylistically ‘Coplandesque’ – the short, easily identifiable motives in this song may also be 
viewed as “a Copland trait...[; they] themselves, their rhythmic working out, and their harmonies 
all support the mood and images of the text [and serve to unify the song], just as the two longer 
and unrelated themes had done in Forest.”105  
Perceptively, Carolyn Hart writes:  
“Perhaps this tightly knit musical unity [by means of recurring motives] is Pentland’s 
way of portraying the sense of the poem – Canada is similarly diverse with “fishing towns and 
the prairies, with banking cities and factory towns, but they are still all bound to the town 
[Ottawa] with the carillon tower”. For example, the B section begins [at measure 39] with the 
text describing Quebec – a distinct society – and Pentland fittingly changes the character of the 
music. However, even though the texture and rhythm are different, the pitches are the same, 
perhaps signifying that although Quebec is distinctly different from the rest of Canada [with its 
predominantly French-speaking population], it is still Canadian.”106 
 
                                                        
105 Eastman and McGee, 48. 
106 Hart, 22. 
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Example 44. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 39 – 44 (*altered motivic rhythm at mm. 40 – 41) 
 
The same notes as the opening vocal line (see ‘Example 45’ below: mm. 3 – 7) reemerge in the 
opening phrases of verse 3 (shown in the preceding example), however the unique underlying 
texture in accompaniment – marked by the right-hand quintuplet ostinato figure – plus the altered 
vocal rhythms, set this second formal section apart from the first half of the song. 
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Example 45. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 3 – 9 
 
In choosing the chime-like quintuplet ostinato rhythmic pattern in the right-hand piano 
part (see ‘Example 44’ above), Pentland portrays the ringing carillon bells at Parliament Hill in 
the Canada’s capital city: Ottawa (referred to by Carolyn Hart above on page 70). The slower-
moving base line notes at measures 41 to 44 (see ‘Example 44’) seem to suggest the fixed, 
heavier bells of the carillon that are played using the feet, as opposed to the lighter bells played 
with the hands, which are capable of managing quick, virtuoso passages. “Heavy carillons have a 
long decay…[and] the music is wreathed in a halo of sound made up of the history of notes just 
played….[creating a] cloud of sound.”107 
Further occasions of Pentland’s textually motivated approach to composition in “Cities” 
is found in ‘Example 43’, where she employs the melismatic descending 5-note scale in measure 
32 on the word “windy” to create the impression of a wind gust. As in the other songs of the 
cycle, this passage is one of a handful of instances where Pentland deviates from her primarily 
syllabic setting – again, for the purpose of portraying specific images presented in poem.  
Other non-syllabic instances occur at measures 4 and 6 on the words “salt” and “spray”; 
it is likely Pentland wished to musically link these sea-related words by setting them both with 
                                                        
107 Luc Rombours, Singing Bronze: A History of Carillon Music (Belgium: Leuven University Press, 
2014), 319.  
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an appoggiatura-like descending major 2
nd
, emulating the rocking or swaying of a boat 
navigating through ocean waters. 
 
Example 46. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” m. 4 
 
Example 47. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” m. 6 
  
Additional ‘exceptions to the syllabic rule’ occur at measures 28 to 30, on both utterances 
of “out” and “end- ” of “endless” of the phrase, “Run out and out thru the endless grain”; 
Pentland effectively captures through melismatic writing the vast, seemingly endless fields of 
undulating wheat in the interior prairie provinces that parallel the rolling waves of Canada’s 
expansive coastal waters.  
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Example 48. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 28 – 30  
  
Pentland, again, acknowledges proper stress patterns the majority of the time in her 
declamation, for example at mm. 5 – 6 (see ‘Example 45’) on the phrase, “Ship whistle and 
spitting spray”) and mm. 22 – 27 (see ‘Example 43’) at “Wide and windy streets run to escape 
the plain; by stockyard and elevator.” The first of two moments in the song where Pentland does 
not seem to concern herself with having accented words within the phrase fall on stressed beats 
occurs at measures 28 to 30 (see ‘Example 48’ above) on the line, “Run out and out thru thee 
endless grain.” This phrase is particularly challenging for the singer, for it would feel much more 
like natural speech should the second utterance of “out” fall cleanly on the downbeat of measure 
29 rather than being set over two eighth-notes – the first just before the bar line and the second 
on the downbeat of measure 29. Moreover, the word “endless” in measure 29 – set 
melismatically using four eighth-notes (as previously mentioned) – falls on the third eighth-note 
of beat one, whereas the singer would expect it to fall precisely on the strong second beat of the 
measure; this feeling of ‘instability’ is further accentuated by the accent notes on the first and 
fourth eighth-notes of “endless.” It is not until the downbeat of measure 30 where the music 
settles back into the swaying feeling of the 2/2 time-signature, on the word “grain.” The second 
instance of metric conflict – where the accents do not correspond with the time signature – 
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occurs at measures 31 to 34 on the text, “Prairie city streets,” which, again, may pose difficulty 
for the singer. 
 In addition to mastering the various metric challenges of the piece and ensuring the 
declamatory text is enunciated with clarity throughout, a successful performance of “Cities” 
requires the singer to be keenly aware of their role as ‘duet partner’ with the pianist, for they 
frequently interact contrapuntally, with much motivic imitation - as they notably do earlier on in 
the cycle as well, in “Wheat” and in “Forest”. The pianist must understand his/her role in 
underscoring the vocal line and helping to propel the song forward – a particularly rewarding 
aspect of the song, when well executed.  
Throughout “Cities”, the growing rhythmic vitality corresponds with the more full-
bodied texture of the accompaniment in the B Section. The intensity heightens, especially, in the 
dramatic concluding measures, with the singer achieving a forte dynamic starting at measure 53 
on the word “shore,” and the piano gradually joining her loud dynamic level while, 
simultaneously, increasing speed (marked by Pentland’s accelerando marking) starting at 
measure 56 on the word “tower.” The ‘carillon bells’ of the accompaniment, indicated by the 
quintuplet chiming in the right-hand and ‘heavy carillon bells’ in the left-hand base notes, 
underscore the singer’s final proclamation with utmost enthusiasm: “– and all bound to the town 
with the carillon tower.” This passionate closing statement celebrates the strength and pride of a 
unified, diverse country “bound to the town with the carillon tower”: Ottawa, Ontario – the 
nation’s political and technological center (see ‘Example 49’, as follows). 
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Example 49. Barbara Pentland, “Cities,” mm. 54 – 58 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
THREE SUNG SONGS 
 
 Of the many modern European works Barbara Pentland was exposed to while 
participating at the Darmstadt Internationale Ferienkurse für neue Musik (International Summer 
Course for New Music) in 1955, it was the music of Anton Webern, in particular, that inspired 
her to shift into a completely new stylistic direction.
108
 She began to assimilate Webern’s 
approach, which authors Eastman and McGee describe as being “one of extreme economy in 
which each pitch, each rhythm, and each tone colour are weighted with infinite care.”109 They go 
on to say, “If her works written before 1955 can be described as spare, direct, linear, and 
controlled [as is displayed in Song Cycle, published a decade prior], those written afterwards are 
even more so.”110 In a 1968 article in Music Scene, Pentland provides an explanation to 
interviewer Peter Huse of why this newfound, highly economical, transparent style appealed to 
her in the years that followed her visit to Darmstadt: “I realized you can say as much with two 
notes as with 20 if you use the right two in the right place.”111  
 The elimination of non-essential notes – a hallmark of this ‘Webernesque’ approach – 
posed some difficulties for Pentland when it came to writing for the voice, and during the 
subsequent couple of decades – the 1960s and 1970s – she limited her vocal output to just two 
sets of songs, both entitled Sung Songs, one for solo voice and piano and one for quartet (or 
chorus).
112
 Eastman and McGee write:  
“It is not that Pentland [preferred] instrumental writing, but she has experienced some 
difficulty reconciling her [latest, exceedingly economical] style with the voice. She [believed] 
                                                        
108 Eastman and McGee, 69. 
109 Ibid., 70. 
110 Ibid. 
111 Peter Huse, “Barbara Pentland,” The Music Scene (July/August 1968): 9.  
112 Eastman and McGee, 96. 
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that the biggest problem has been finding texts which can work – short, simple, direct lyrics that 
do not have their own musical rhythm – and that kind of poetry [was] not easily found… .She 
outlined her difficulties in searching for suitable texts and explained that for this reason ‘so many 
composers today, [the 1960s,] including myself, have turned for song texts to simple translations 
of ancient Chinese and Japanese lyrics.’”113 
 
For this reason, Pentland decided in 1964 to set English translations by Clara M. Candlin 
of three brief lyrics from the ancient Chinese Sung (or Song) Dynasty (960 – 1279), each 
expressing a single mood or atmosphere.
114
 The translated titles and the names and dates of the 
original Chinese poets are as follows: 
1. “Divining” by Huang T’Ing Chien (1045 – 1105)115 
2. “Life” by Hsin Ch’i-Chi (also known as Xin Qiji) (1140 – 1207)116 
3. “Let the Harp Speak” by Yen Chi-Tao (1030? – 1106?)117 
 
The first and third poets, Chien and Chi-Tao, lived during the first half of the dynastic period, 
known as the Northern Sung Dynasty (960 – 1126), and the middle poet, Ch’i-Chi (Qiji), was 
born in the second half, referred to as the Southern Sung Dynasty (1127 – 1279).118 “The former 
[half] was…characterized by philosophical and artistic development, political centralization, and 
economic growth. The latter…[came about as a result of] brutal invaders [that] drove the 
Chinese from their northern territory, forcing them to migrate south and establish a new capital 
city.”119 There is a common thread between both halves of the Sung Dynasty: the ever-present 
                                                        
113 Eastman and McGee, 96. 
114 Clara M. Candlin, trans., The Herald Wind (London: John Murray Ltd., 1933). 
115 Wen Fong and Alfreda Murck, eds., Words and Images: Chinese Poetry, Calligraphy, and Painting 
(New York and Princeton: The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Princeton University Press, 1991), 
107. 
116 Dorothy Perkins, ed., Encyclopedia of China, Its History and Culture (New York: Routledge, 2013), 
586. 
117 Victor H. Mair, ed., The Columbia History of Chinese Literature (New York: Columbia History 
Press, 2011), 315.  
118 Perkins, 361. 
119 “History & Maps: Chinese Dynasty Guide,” Minneapolis Institute of Arts, accessed on August 25, 
2015, http://archive.artsmia.org/art-of-asia/history/dynasty-sung.cfm.  
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political and military turmoil. As such, it is not surprising that all three poems comprising Three 
Sung Songs display feelings of sorrow and despair. 
In an effort to assimilate Webern’s stylistic aesthetic, Pentland opts for brief musical 
settings that match the concise lengths of the poems. In discussing Webern’s atonal style, author 
Richard Crocker asserts, “Phrases become extremely compact, even cryptic….”120 Consequently, 
the short lyrics of Three Sung Songs are each articulated through succinct and abstruse phrases 
and display a lack of thematic development – serial techniques associated with Webern. The fact 
that Webern’s song output over the course of his lifetime may last no longer than a single 
composition by many other composers was a compelling detail that Pentland undoubtedly took 
to heart in her approach to this cycle,
121
 especially given that the entire duration of her setting 
lasts just 5 minutes and 30 seconds. Furthermore, author Kathryn Bailey states in her book, The 
Twelve-Note Music of Anton Webern: Old Forms in a New Language, “Webern’s spare 
pointillistic textures and extreme distillation of material were much admired….”122 Pentland, 
among that group of admirers since her time in Darmstadt, further shows her assimilation of 
Webern’s style by adopting a comparable textural and economical approach displayed 
consistently throughout Three Sung Songs. All three songs capture the ‘Webernesque’ approach 
with frequent semitones and their permutations, a lack of rhythmic pulse and definition, single 
chords and short figures flanked by silence, and continually changing timbre and register, 
juxtaposing extremes of both.
123
 
                                                        
120 Richard L. Crocker, A History of Musical Style (New York: Dover Publications, 1986), 509. 
121 Robert Morgan, Twentieth-Century Music (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1991), 80. 
122 Kathryn Bailey, The Twelve-Note Music of Anton Webern: Old Forms in a New Language 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press , 1991), 333. 
123 Kathryn Bailey, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online,  "Webern, Anton," accessed on 
September 25, 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/29993. 
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The voice part in the second and third songs, “Life” and “Let the Harp Speak”, adheres to 
a rather strict twelve-tone structure, the serial technique originally developed by Webern’s 
composition teacher, Arnold Schoenberg (1874 – 1951)124, “where the pitch relationships are 
governed by a predetermined note series consisting of the twelve tones of a tempered chromatic 
scale in a fixed linear order without repetitions.”125 However, the piano part is given its own 
distinct treatment in these two movements; while the singer presents short, rhythmically disjunct 
melodic lines, separated by short rests, that represent the individual words or phrases as the text 
progresses, the accompaniment is in constant motion, sounding in a much freer manner that 
serves to enhance the overall mood and colour of each poem.
126
 In contrast to the second and 
third movements, the first song, “Divining”, centers on two intervallic pitch sets, the first 
referred to as a “dyad” in music (a set of two notes or pitches)127 and the second, a “trichord” (a 
set of three notes or pitches)
128
, which appear and reappear throughout in both the voice and 
piano parts in varied forms and registrations. These adapted, less stringent applications of 
twelve-tone writing in Three Sung Songs saw Pentland’s individual musical instincts and 
imagination upholding her decisions to ‘bend the rules’ of traditional serialism when the poetry 
compelled her to do so.  
 
 
  
                                                        
124 Twelve-tone technique is a method of musical composition in which all 12 notes of the 
chromatic scale are related only to one another in a piece of music. See Paul Lansky, George Perle 
and Dave Headlam, “Twelve-note Composition” in The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians: 
Twelve-note Composition, second edition, eds. Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell (London: Macmillan 
Publishers, 2001), 1-11.  
125 Leon Dallin, Twentieth Century Composition: A Guide to the Materials of Modern Music (Iowa: WM. 
C. Brown Company Publishers, 1957), 190. 
126 Eastman and McGee, 97.  
127 Michael L. Friedman, Ear Training for Twentieth-Century Music (Connecticut: Yale University 
Press, 1990), 14. 
128 Ibid., 39. 
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The Songs of Three Sung Songs 
 
1. “Divining”  
 
 The first song of the cycle, “Divining”, lasts approximately 2 minutes and 50 seconds. 
The piece has a fairly wide range, from A3 to F5, and the tessitura is medium-low, from 
approximately D4 to D#5. Candlin’s translation of the poem reads as follows: 
 Divining 
 I wish to see but cannot see. 
 I wish to meet but near I cannot be. 
 I test and ask how much he loves me still. 
 The reed reveals it not. Such hatefulness! 
 The tears I cannot stay but bear my grief 
 Of human sorrow like to this 
 There is no skill to sound its depth. 
 
All three poems of this cycle, including the one above by Huang T’Ing Chien (1045 – 
1105), are written in the ‘Lyric Meter’ (meant to be sung) – known as tz’u in Chinese – and made 
up of lines of irregular length.
129
 The Columbia History of Chinese Literature provides a 
description of this poetic style, as follows: 
“In Sung times the lyric form reached its peak of popularity and excellence. Most of the 
major poets of the time wrote in the form, some of them employing it almost exclusively. …The 
Sung poets further broadened the content of the lyric meter, often using it to treat events in their 
daily lives and at times injecting a more philosophic or patriotic tone. Nevertheless, the main 
concern of the tz’u…continued to be things felt rather than things observed, interior rather than 
external worlds.”130  
 
 In line with the above description, the words of “Divining” disclose the speaker’s interior 
sentiments – beginning with impassioned yearning for her beloved, followed by feelings of deep 
despair upon realizing he does not reciprocate her feelings. It is the reed, tested by the admirer 
(speaker), which uncovers the ‘hateful’ reality, as if to suggest that the beloved has allowed 
himself to bend about like a reed, inviting the affections of others rather than standing firm in 
                                                        
129 James J. Y. Liu, The Art of Chinese Poetry (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1962), 38. 
130 Victor H. Mair, ed., The Columbia History of Chinese Literature (New York: Columbia History 
Press, 2011), 354-355. 
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faith and love for the speaker, as she has done for him.  If the three principle ingredients to 
achieve happiness in everyday life are something to do, something to love, and something to 
hope for
131
 – as many would believe – this speaker finds herself in a demoralizing state. She can 
no longer “wish,” “meet,” or “ask,” nor can she love or hope; the depths of misery have dashed 
all possibilities of happiness. 
 Pentland sensitively responds to the text, indicating at the outset of the piece a lento 
molto sostenuto (very slow and sustained) tempo, where the quarter-note equals 52 beats per 
minute, within the 6/4 time signature. Simultaneously, in the opening measure, she instructs the 
piano to play a pianissimo (very soft) dynamic starting on the downbeat, and the singer enters on 
the third beat with piano velato (soft and veiled) expression, which effectively highlights the 
admirer’s interior longing – intense, yet, perhaps out of necessity, rather discreet. 
 The melody of the vocal part interacts intimately with the piano part. The piano melodies 
frequently mimic melodies and motions of the voice part, and vice-versa. For example, both 
parts continue to sing or play trichords of the same sonorities, [0, 2, 5] and [0, 3, 5], but with 
various formations and registral distributions. These pitch class sets are in the prime order of the 
form, representing trichords consisting of a perfect 5
th
, or its inversion of a perfect 4
th
, and a 
minor 3
rd
, or its inversion of a major 6th. The definition of prime form in set theory is as follows:  
“…the ordered circular permutation of a [pitch class] set that has the smallest span 
(interval from first to last [pitch class]), with the largest possible “end interval” on the right, 
transposed to begin on zero. All sets that can be derived from each other by transposition or 
inversion followed by transposition will map into the same prime form. Thus prime 
                                                        
131 Joseph Addison. BrainyQuote.com, Xplore Inc, 2015. 
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/j/josephaddi143015.html, accessed September 26, 
2015. 
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form…[shows the] equivalence among pc-sets of the same cardinality (same number of 
notes).”132 
 
The following three examples show Pentland’s use of pitch class sets [0, 2, 5] and [0, 3, 
5] as unification devices in “Divining”, highlighting the association between the voice and piano 
parts, as well as unifying the song as a whole:  
   
            [0, 2, 5]    [0, 2, 5] 
 
    [0, 2, 5]           [0, 2, 5]          [0, 3, 5] 
 
 
  [0, 3, 5]       [0, 3, 5]  
 
                                                        
132 A. Brinkman, “Theory IV Class Notes – Prime Form” Set Theory Concepts,” music.temple.edu, 
accessed on September 27, 2015, 
http://theory.music.temple.edu/~aleck/Courses/theory.IV/Notes/primeform.pdf. 
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     [0, 2, 5]   [0, 2, 5]  
 
Example 50. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 1 - 11 
 
            [0, 2, 5]   
 
 
             [0, 3, 5]  
 
Example 51. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 20 – 23 
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                                [0, 2, 5] 
        [0, 2, 5] 
 
 
Example 52. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 27 – 30 
 
  
In “Divining,” Pentland depicts certain words with twelve-tone technique and others with 
a more traditional manner of text painting. For example, she uses ‘sob-like’ falling fourth dyads 
[0, 7], often strung together (see ‘Example 53’ and ‘Example 54’ below), and equally gloomy-
sounding minor thirds [0, 3], in broken and solid chords (see ‘Example 53’ below), throughout 
both the piano and vocal lines, accentuating the brokenness of the forlorn lover’s heart. 
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Example 53. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 8 – 13 
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Example 54. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 18 – 20 
 
Pentland also uses minor thirds [0, 3] at m. 20 on the words, “the tears” (see ‘Example 
54’ above), and at mm. 25 – 26 (see below), moving from “- man” of “human” in measure 25 
down to “sorrow” in measure 26, which further captures the speaker’s dejected spirit. 
 
Example 55. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 25 - 26 
 
The voice part is also expressive in much the same way as can be found in tonal music in 
its representation, for example at measures 18 to 19 (see ‘Example 54’ above), where the word 
“hatefulness!” is disjointed by an eighth rest placed between “hate- ” and “ful- ”, and the singer 
leaps down a 7
th
 from C5 to D4 for “ful-ness!” This separation emphasizes the estrangement felt 
by the admirer. Moreover, Pentland instructs the singer to “hiss” the last syllable of the word by 
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sounding the final “s” as an added tied eighth-note; the sibilant sound signifies disapproval, 
further accentuating the resentful nature of the word itself. 
Again, assimilating Webern’s juxtaposition of extremes, Pentland opts for angular, 
disjunct lines spanning wide ranges,
133
 and she places particular emphasis on leaps of 7ths (as 
seen on the word “hatefulness” at mm. 18 – 19) and 9ths (also featured in the tonal music of 
Song Cycle, discussed in the last chapter) to serve the primary purpose of text-painting. One such 
example may be observed in measure 4, where the soprano leaps up a major 7
th
 on the words, 
“cannot see” – from F#4 on “ -not” to F5 on “see”; this ascent mimics the speaker’s yearning for 
her lover’s heart, still hopeful at this early point in the song (See ‘Example 54’). An effective 
application of the interval of a 9
th
 emphasizes the line “but bear my grief” at measures 23 to 24. 
Here, Pentland has the singer leaping down from Eb5 on “bear” to a repeated Db4 on “my grief” 
(an 8ve plus a major 2
nd); this ‘plunging interval’ parallels the plunging depths of the speaker’s 
anguish.  
 
Example 56. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 23 - 24 
 
                                                        
133 Kathryn Bailey, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. 
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 A notable instance of ‘Webern-like extremity’ with regard to the vocal line is presented 
in the final two measures of the song (mm. 32 to 33), where the singer must execute a 
tremendous descending leap of a 14
th
 (an 8ve plus a major 6
th
) from F#5 to low A3. This large 
interval may also be viewed as a registrally separated minor 3
rd
 in retrograde – another 
reappearance of the [0,3] dyad – which further unifies the piece. This sinking gesture, again, 
musically illustrates the idea of ‘deep sorrow’. 
The soprano learning “Divining” must have a secure low range to manage this final 
passage, however Pentland’s indication of both pianissimo and a “whispered” quality may assist 
them in finding an ease and comfort in this part of their voice.  
 
Example 57. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 32 - 33 
 
Pentland shows her sensitivity toward the poetic text in her dynamic choices as well. The 
primarily soft dynamics in both the voice and piano parts serve the somber mood of the poem. 
The few moments where she deviates from this softer level occur out of direct response to the 
words, as at measures 12 to 14, where singer and piano crescendo from piano (soft) to forte 
(loud) on the words, “How much he loves me still,” displaying the speakers hopeful expectation 
in her ‘reed test’. The accompaniment then concludes the measure and moves over into the next 
measure (m. 15) by returning back to piano, assisting the singer with their entrance on the 
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subsequent line (mm. 15 – 17), “The reed reveals it not.” The singer, again, crescendos to mezzo 
forte (moderately loud) on the words, “reveals it not,” this time without any underlying support 
from the accompaniment (sung a capella), which further portrays the loneliness the speaker feels 
at this defining moment. Pentland’s indication of “1/2 spoken” at measure 17 on the downbeat 
(“not”) suggests utter exasperation of the admirer, dramatically punctuated by the accompanist’s 
successive chromatic chord on beat 2, still in mezzo forte dynamic, as if to restate the intense 
reality of unrequited love – one more ‘stab’ to the speaker’s heart. 
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Example 58. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” mm. 12 - 17 
 
 It is interesting that Pentland incorporates Sprechstimme (a style that lies somewhere in 
between speech and singing
134
) into her writing, indicating to the soprano to give the voice a 
speech-like quality at measure 17 (“1/2 spoken”) and measure 33 (“whispered”), as this device – 
employed to add color and emphasis to the text (as seen in ‘Example 57’ and ‘Example 58’) – 
was never used by Webern.
135
 
 “Divining” is text-driven, as is the case in all three songs of Three Sung Songs, with a 
primarily syllabic setting that requires particular attention to textual interpretation in order to 
create a successful performance. There is only one instance where Pentland sets the text 
melismatically, at measure 30 on the word “no” of the line, “There is no skill to sound its depth.” 
This quarter-note / half-note setting over 3 beats substantially elongates the word, and it’s 
upward sweep of a perfect fourth, from Ab4 to Db4, portrays the interior wailing of the 
disturbed, scorned lover.  
                                                        
134 Mathew Hoch, A Dictionary for the Modern Singer (Maryland: Roman and Littlefield Publishers, 
2014), 168. 
135 Hart, 26. 
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Example 59. Barbara Pentland, “Divining,” m. 30 
 
The performance of this song, as well as the others in this cycle, requires a singer who is 
able to skillfully handle not only wide, disjunct phrases and continuous register shifts, but also 
complex, regularly syncopated, rhythms. Although having perfect pitch is not a requirement, 
accurate intonation is crucial in order for the soprano to sing these non-tonal melodies 
convincingly, and with confidence. Also challenging for the singer, due the ‘Webernesque’ 
pointillistic texture, is the prevalence of silence or near-silence at several points throughout the 
song; the soprano must achieve as natural phrasing as possible, despite the many punctuating 
rests that threaten to interrupt the flow and contour of the phrase. For all these reasons, it is 
recommended that Three Sung Songs be performed by advanced singers only.  
Additional rehearsal time and effort to prepare for performance of these songs, in 
comparison to tonal music of similar duration, is inevitable for both singer and pianist, for they 
must navigate highly chromatic melodies and independent rhythmic settings within the linear 
setting. Some analytical study of the specific twelve-tone compositional methods will assist the 
soprano in learning the music and understanding the text setting, essential groundwork needed to 
achieve performance excellence; it is hoped that the above exploration of “Divining” – and that 
of the following two songs, “Life” and “Let the Harp Speak” – will serve this very purpose. 
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2. “Life” 
The second song of Three Sung Songs, “Life”, is approximately 1 minute and 20 seconds 
in duration, the shortest song of the cycle. Pentland’s indications at the outset of allegro con 
ritmo crespo (brisk tempo with crisp rhythm) within the 3/4 time signature – where the quarter 
note equals 100 beats per minute – and mezzo forte (moderately loud) dynamic offer an arresting 
contrast to the slow and sustained pianissimo (very soft) concluding measures of the previous 
song, “Divining”. The voice part spans the range of C4 to A5, an identically wide intervallic 
range (8ve + major 6th) to the previous piece (A3 to F#5) but shifted upwards by a major 3
rd
. 
Despite this variance, “Life” shares a similar medium-low tessitura with “Divining”, from D#4 
to F5. Candlin’s English translation of Hsin Ch’i-Chi’s original Tz’u (lyric) poem is as follows: 
 Life 
 Ten thousand dim activities, have swiftly passed: 
 A hundred years like rushes early seared 
 Or willows withered and decayed. 
 And now in life, of value, what is left to do? 
 To drink: To roam: To sleep. 
To pay one’s tax before it is demanded: 
To estimate one’s income and expenditure! 
Your old men still control a few affairs 
Bamboos, the hills, the streams. 
 
 Mentioned previously, Hsin Ch’i-Chi (1140 – 1207) lived during the second half of the 
Sung Dynasty, called the Southern Sung Dynasty (1127 – 1279). In his book dedicated to the 
poet, simply titled Hsin Ch’i Chi, author Irving Youcheng Lo describes the era in which Hsin 
Ch’i Chi lived as being “a period of division in China and also a time of great creativity in 
literature, philosophy, and the arts.”136 He goes on to say, “Because [Ch’i Chi] felt so intensely 
the troubles of this time, his poetry often expresses strong patriotic, or heroic, sentiments.”137 
Having been born thirteen years after the collapse of the Northern Sung Dynasty, Hsin Ch’i Chi 
                                                        
136 Irving Youcheng Lo, Hsin Ch’i (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 1971), 11. 
137 Ibid., 12. 
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spent the majority of his adult life as “a soldier fighting against the northern Chin empire, then as 
an official, and finally as a recluse.”138 The poem above seemingly expresses nostalgia for the 
north of a much older Hsin Ch’i Chi, now in his ‘recluse stage’, looking back on his days of 
patriotic heroism on the battlefields – a once-valued life. 
The twelve-tone structure is well defined in this entirely syllabic second song of the 
cycle, with the prime (P0) form stated immediately in the opening vocal phrase (mm. 2 – 6), as 
follows (vocal line; 12 pitch names; 12 corresponding pitch classes): 
“Ten thou- sand dim  ac- ti- vi- ties,  have  swift- ly        passed”  
Bb G C B Db Ab Eb F F# E D A  
[0, 9, 2, 1, 3, 10, 5, 7, 8, 6, 4, 11]  
 
Example 60. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 1 – 6 
 
 The second vocal phrase (mm. 7 – 14 is a retrograde version (R0) of P0, reversing the 
physical contour of the notes, but with some repeated pitches and altered rhythm: 
“A hun- dred years like ru - shes ear- ly seared or wil-  
A D------------ E------------ F#------------ F Eb-------------- Ab Db 
[11, 4,  6,  8,  7, 5,  10, 3,  
 
 
 
                                                        
138 Lo, 12. 
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lows wi- thered and de- cayed.” 
B C--------------- G----------- Bb 
1, 2,  9,  0] 
 
Example 61. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 7 – 14 
 
In a similar manner to the two examples above, the third vocal line (mm. 15 – 25), 
encompassing the text, “And now in life, of value, what is left to do? To drink: To roam:”, 
sounds in inverted form (I0), turning the original P0 statement ‘upside-down’. The tone row is as 
follows: [0, 3, 10, 11, 9, 2, 7, 5, 4, 6, 8, 1] 
 Pentland sets the remaining lines of the poem with three musical statements of the tone 
row. As Carolyn Hart observes in her analysis of “Life”, each of these statements are elided – a 
typical device of Webern
139
 – where the final pitch of one set acts as the first pitch of the next 
set. The three tone rows – Row #4 (mm. 26 – 33); Row #5 (mm. 33 – 39); and Row #6 (mm. 39 
– 46) are as follows: 
Row #4 (P1, transposed up by one semitone from the original statement, starting on B): 
B Ab Db C D A E F# G F Eb Bb 
[1,  10,  3,  2,  4,  11,  6,  8,  9,  7,  5,  0] 
See ‘Example 62’ below. 
 
                                                        
139 Hart, 25. 
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Example 62. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 32 – 34 (elision on Bb4 at m. 33) 
 
Row #5 (RI11, reversed pitch classes of inversion form I11, named for the last pitch class in the 
row form, starting on Bb): 
Bb F Eb Db D E B F# Ab G C A 
[0, 7, 5, 3, 4, 6, 1, 8, 10, 9, 2, 11] 
See ‘Example 62’ (mm. 32 – 34) above and see ‘Example 63’ (mm. 38 – 40) below. 
 
 
Row #6 (R0, retrograde version of P0, like second row statement at mm. 7 – 14): 
A D E F# F Eb Ab Db C B G Bb 
[11, 4, 6, 8, 7, 5, 10, 3, 2, 1, 9, 0]  
 
 
 
Example 63. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 38 – 40 (elision on A4 at m. 39) 
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Notice that pitches 9 and 10 (underlined above) of the 12-tone row are reversed in this second 
statement of R0, on the words “the hills.”  This is a clear example of Pentland ‘bending the rules’ 
of strict twelve-tone composition when it suited her to do so. 
Regarding these elision points, I agree with Hart’s assertion, “Row boundaries 
correspond neatly with those of the text for the first three statements, but then cease to coincide, 
as [the two examples show above]. However, this does not affect the listener’s perception of the 
poetic form, as the musical phrases are structured more by rhythm and English syntax than by 
the row.”140 This further shows the text-driven nature of Pentland in her approach to composing 
for the voice, never sacrificing the intelligibility and emotional colors of the poem; the soprano 
will welcome this musical support from the composer in conveying the meaning of the text in 
performance.  
 Hart goes on to discuss the difficulty of hearing the twelve-tone structure in the 
accompaniment, and in labeling its row forms as well.
141
 In terms of the soprano’s role as 
collaborator with the pianist, rather than doing an in-depth analysis of twelve-tone structure 
within the accompaniment, it is more important, as part of his or her preparation of this song, to 
be aware of the contrapuntal interplay between the two partners. A notable example of this 
‘conversational linearity’ is found at measures 20 to 23, where the right-hand piano imitates the 
vocal line (“what is left to do”), echoing four beats after the singer with identical melodic 
contour and similar rhythm. The soprano sings pitches 5 through 8 of the I0 tone row (G4 – 4C – 
F4 – Eb4), and the piano also plays pitches 5 through 8, but of row I8 (Eb4 – Ab3 – C#4 – B3) – 
a major 3
rd
 below the singer. The only difference is in note-length near the end of the tetrachords; 
                                                        
140 Hart, 26.  
141 Hart, 26-27. 
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the soprano’s Eb4 is set with a tied quarter-note (2 beats), and the piano is set with a tied eighth 
note on C#4 (1 beat) falling to an eighth-note (1/2 beat) B4 (see ‘Example 64’ below). 
 As is the case in the first song, “Divining”, Pentland makes the most out of text-painting 
opportunities. One method involves the tempo, which she slows down from its original allegro 
con ritmo crespo twice during the duration of the song, in direct response to a phrase, then later 
to a single word. The first illustration occurs at mm. 18 – 21 when the speaker questions, “Of 
value, what is left to do?” Pentland indicates allargando (becoming gradually slower, 
broadening) at this moment, suggesting resignation and despondency. 
 
 
 
Example 64. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 18 – 24 
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The second instance is at mm. 27 – 28, where the poco rallentando (slowing down a little) 
demonstrates a slumbering quality, in response to the word, “sleep.” 
 In “Life”, Pentland also incorporates wide leaps and rhythmic devices in the vocal line to 
emphasize the text, as she did in “Divining”. Although the leaps are not quite as extreme (the 
largest interval is an octave, as opposed to leaps of ninths and beyond), Pentland does, however, 
make reference to Webern’s style in her emphasis on the semitone in the form of 7ths.142 For 
example, the rising motion of the upward leap of a 7
th
 at measure 10 from F#4 on “- shes” to F5 
on “ear- ” of “rushes early”, underscored by intervals of a 7th, played as a solid chord by both 
hands of the piano (D3 – C#4 in the left hand and F#4 – F5 in the right hand), suggests 
prematurity, while the combined short eighth-note setting, punctuated by sixteenth rests, evokes 
an appropriate hurried, anxious feeling (see ‘Example 61’). Another example – moving in the 
opposite direction – follows two measures later at measure 12, where the voice part descends an 
interval of a 7
th
 from B4 on “- lows” to C4 on “wi- ” of “willows withered”, which is then 
imitatively echoed one beat later by the right-hand piano part, from Ab4 to A3; this falling 
motion effectively captures the drooping action of the withered willows (see ‘Example 61’).  
Dynamic indications are in direct response to the poetry as well. In the previous example, 
for instance, Pentland also paints a ‘weakening’ vocal line at “Like rushes early seared or 
willows withered and decayed” by instructing the singer to move from the original mezzo forte 
dynamic through a diminuendo starting at “or willows withered,” then culminating with a piano 
dynamic on “and decayed.” A similar dynamic treatment occurs on the final line of the poem, 
“Your old men still control a few affairs, bamboos, the hills, the streams” at measures 37 to 46; 
after a crescendo from mezzo forte to forte on “control a few affairs, bamboos,” a diminuendo 
                                                        
142 Kathryn Bailey, Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. 
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begins at “the hills,” reaching a final piano on the last words, “the streams.” The juxtaposition of 
forte starting at “control” – signifying the power once held by the strong Northern Sung Dynasty 
– against the diminuendo and piano at “bamboos, the hills, the streams” – likely representing the 
fertile lands of the lower Yangtze region to which the Sung elite fled from the North
143
 – 
underscores the weakened identity of the Southern Sung Dynasty.  
 
 
 
Example 65. Barbara Pentland, “Life,” mm. 37 – 46 
 
As in “Divining”, Pentland also incorporates Sprechstimme into “Life”, again for the 
purpose of coloring and emphasizing the text. She indicates, “half spoken” twice during the 
song, first on the words, “one’s taxes before it is” of the phrase, “To pay one’s tax before it is 
                                                        
143 “Chinese History - Political History of the Song Dynasty 宋 (960-1279),” Chinaknowledge, 
accessed on September 25, 2015, http://www.chinaknowledge.de/History/Song/song-event.html 
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demanded,” at mm. 30 – 31, then again on the final two words, at mm. 35 – 36, of the subsequent 
line, “To estimate one’s income and expenditure!” The use of Sprechstimme in these two related 
instances is, perhaps, to highlight the unfortunate economic circumstances of the peasant 
population during the unstable Southern Sung Dynasty: 
“…members of the imperial house and highest civil military officials occupied the most 
fertile lands of the lower Yangtse region…[and] taxation was in many instances a duty left to the 
landowners, in order to secure their loyalty to the dynasty. The southern gentry therefore often 
did only care for their wealth and neglected tasks that were traditionally laid into the hands of the 
local elites, namely the improvement of the irrigation systems. Many peasants had to make their 
lives as tenant farmers and often paid rents for land, tools, and drawing animals, and also high 
interest rates for loans obtained from the landowners. It was especially debts that forced many 
free peasants into tenantry. Free peasants also had to pay considerably higher land taxes than 
during the Northern Song period: the continuing military campaigns were very costly and could 
only be paid for by the [Sung] government by increasing the land tax and imposing lots of 
‘miscellaneous taxes.”144 
 
As with the other songs of the cycle, “Life” demands a singer who is able to assuredly 
negotiate highly chromatic; atonal melodies, requiring excellent pitch accuracy; complex 
rhythms, with a great deal of syncopation; and angular, pointillistic phrases and large leaps. 
Again, there are many rests throughout that separate phrases, yet the singer must direct phrasal 
energy through those rests, in conjunction with the poetic lines. With respect to registration, 
Pentland does offer an alternative to a rather challenging point in the piece, at measures 18 to 19 
on the words, “of value”; the singer may opt to place “va- ” of “value” – with it’s energized 
voiced [v] and tall vowel placement – on the high A5, rather than the word “of.” This 
substitution further shows Pentland’s sensitivity to the singer, as well as an understanding of 
range and registration issues (see ‘Example 64’). 
 
  
                                                        
144 Ibid. 
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3. “Let the Harp Speak”  
 
 The final song of the cycle, “Let the Harp Speak”, lasts approximately 2 minutes and 15 
seconds. Akin to the previous song, “Life”, this piece also has a wide range, from Bb3 to G5, and 
the tessitura is, again, medium-low, from approximately C4 to D#5. Candlin’s translation of the 
poem reads as follows: 
 Let the Harp Speak 
 Raindrops bid farewell to clouds and fall. 
 Flowing streams return not to their springs 
 Sorrow that remains, 
When will it cease? 
 Bitter as the kernel of a lotus seed is my heart 
 Cursing tears, I cannot sing. 
Let the harp strings speak for me. 
Sing the wish to meet again!  
Can it be? 
 
In the score, Pentland indicates that the original Chinese poet, Yen Chi-tao (1030? – 
1106?), of the Northern Sung Dynasty, wrote this poem in “A.D. 1100.” The Columbia History 
of Chinese Literature indicates: 
“The typical theme of the [tz’u] lyric is love (almost always love-longing), and the typical 
musical accompaniment is by stringed instruments (the p’i-p’a being a plucked and strummed 
instrument of presumed Central Asian origin, shaped like an elongated lute and held vertically on 
the lap). …Yen Chi-tao is typical of the men who wrote most of the lyrics that have come down 
to us from the Northern Sung (960 – 1127).”145 
 
In accordance with the above description, the lyrics of “Let the Harp Speak” present the 
‘love-longing’ theme, where the speaker’s sorrowful heart longs to reunite with a seemingly 
distant (either physically or emotionally) loved one. Also in conformance is Pentland’s setting of 
the piano accompaniment; its staccato, secco leggero (light, short and very staccato), near-
continuous sixteenth-note patterns – articulated through much of the song – emulate the plucking 
of the p’i-p’a. Furthermore, the accompaniment cleverly suggests the opening word, 
                                                        
145 Mair, ed., 315. 
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“raindrops”146 – another example of Pentland’s proficiency with musical text-painting. The 
allegretto (fairly brisk) tempo (quarter-note = 80 beats per minute), within the constant 4/4 time-
signature, further assures a sense of movement of the “raindrop” staccato notes (see ‘Example 
70’ below). 
 The vocal line of “Let the Harp Speak” – as with the other two songs in the cycle – 
features many pointillistic, wide jumps, again with Webernesque leaps of 7ths and 9ths. Just as 
the accompaniment represents plucked harp strings, as seen in the above example, the opening 
two utterances of “Raindrops” accentuate the falling ‘pitter-patter’ of the rain; the first (m. 2) 
leaps down an interval of a 9
th
, from E5 to D4, and the second (m. 3) descends a 7
th
, from F5 to 
G4. Pentland also makes generous use of intervallic leaps of 10ths, as inspired by specific words. 
One such example is at measure 15, where the singer descends from Db5 to a low Bb3 on the 
word “sorrow”; this drop into the low vocal register emphasizes the depths of despair felt by the 
speaker. Both the large leap and quick transition into low registration may pose challenges for 
the singer wishing to perform “Let the Harp Speak”; a secure low range is necessary to execute 
such passages convincingly (see ‘ Example 71’). 
 Of all the pieces discussed thus far in this performance guide, this third song of Three 
Sung Songs incorporates the largest amount of melismatic writing for the voice. For example, 
Pentland uses a triplet pattern plus a tied ascending 7
th
 two times during the piece. The first is on 
“Flowing streams” at measures 8 to 11, seemingly symbolic of the speaker’s tears, never ceasing. 
The second occurrence is on “Curbing tears” at measures 28 to 30; the words indicate the 
speaker’s attempt at suppressing her tears, yet the musical setting suggests her inability to 
actually do so, for her distress is too overwhelming. Moreover, at these moments, the piano 
accompaniment ceases its staccato articulation in support of the sweeping, sombre emotion. 
                                                        
146 Eastman and McGee, 97. 
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Example 66. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 8 – 10 
 
 
Example 67. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 28 – 30 
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Another example is found at mm. 20 – 21; by setting the first syllable of “Bitter” over a 
rhythmic, yet melismatic, dotted eighth-note / sixteenth note pattern, stressed with an accent 
marking on the initial note, Pentland suggests a lonely, embittered heart. 
 
Example 68. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 20 – 21 
 
One other notable example of Pentland’s use of melismatic writing, in direct response to 
the poetry, is evident at measures 25 to 27 on the word, “heart,” set over four sixteenth notes, 
then held for an additional five beats. Like the “raindrop” figure, the quickly moving sixteenth-
note pattern emphasizes the ‘pitter-patter’ of the speaker’s pining heart, while the accent marking 
on the very first sixteenth note illustrates the pumping of the vital organ.  
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Example 69. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 24 – 27 
 
With regard to Pentland’s application of twelve-tone writing in “Let the Harp Speak”, 
while the piano offers “no clear statements of the row,”147 the vocal line presents five clear 
statements of it: two statements of prime (P0) form, beginning on E; one statement of the 
inversion-form (I5), with A (5) sounding as the first pitch; one statement of the inversion-form 
(I9), where the first pitch in the row is Db (9); and a final retrograde (R0) statement, where the 
first pitch in the row is A (5). 
The opening statement of P0 enters on the downbeat of measure 2, and its final note (A4), 
on the second beat of measure 8, also acts as the starting note of the subsequent row (I5) – 
another instance of ‘Webernesque’-style elision (as seen in “Life”). The statement of I5 proceeds 
until the second beat of measure 17, and its final note, E5, also assumes the role of the beginning 
note of the third row (P0 again), which sounds its final pitch, A4, on the downbeat of measure 24. 
These first three presentations of the tone row, overlapping each other through the process of 
elision, are as follows (vocal line; 12 pitch names; 12 corresponding pitch classes): 
  
                                                        
147 Hart, 28. 
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Row #1 (P0), mm. 2 – 8: 
“Rain- drops rain- drops bid fare- well   to clouds and fall. Flow-” 
E D F G F# B-G# A#-(Bb) (Bb) C (C)-Eb Db A 
[0, 10, 1, 3, 2, 7,-4, 6,  8,     11, 9, 5,]  
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Example 70. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 1 – 9 (elision on A4 at m. 8) 
 
Row #2 (I5), mm. 8 – 17 
“Flow- ing     streams re - turn not  to their springs   sor- row  
A-B-A G# G#-F# F# G G D D-F Eb  Db-Bb Bb 
[5, 7, 4,       2,  3,  10,     1, 11,  9,   6, 
 
that re- mains, When” 
Bb C C E 
 8,  0] 
 
Example 71. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 15 – 17 (elision on E4 at m. 17) 
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Row #3 (P0) 
“When will it cease? Bit- ter as the ker- nel of a     lo- 
E-D-F G F# F# B-G# G# Ab Ab Bb Bb C C    Eb 
[0,10,1, 3, 2,  7, 4,    6,  8,       11,  
 
tus seed is”  
Eb C# A 
 9, 5] 
  
Starting in the second half of the first beat of measure 24 until the downbeat of measure 
27, Pentland uses a trichord in the voice part to link the previous row material, Row #3, with the 
subsequent 12-tone row starting on the second beat of measure 27.
148
 This trichord is made up of 
pitches E – D – F, numerically labeled [0, 10, 1], which are the first three pitches of prime (P0) 
form (see ‘Example 69’).  
 The next statement, Row #4, is an inversion (I9) form of the row. However, Pentland 
alters the order of the row by using a technique called rotation, where the 12-tone series begins 
on a note other than the first note of the row.
149
 The inversion (I9) form, in its normal order, 
begins on Db and ends with Ab (see below). Yet, in the first statement of the form (m. 27, beat 2 
– m. 34, beat 3), Pentland rotates the row by beginning it on the final note, Ab4, and moving the 
seventh pitch, A4, to the end of the row, as follows: 
  
                                                        
148 Hart, 29. 
149 Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music, 2nd ed. (New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 1999), 273. 
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Normal order of I9: 
Db Eb C Bb B F# A G F D E Ab 
[9, 11,  8,  6, 7, 2, 5, 3, 1, 10, 0, 4] 
 
Row #4 (with rotation): 
Ab Db Eb C Bb B F# G F D E A 
[4, 9, 11, 8, 6, 7, 2, 3, 1, 10, 0, 5] 
 
Pentland applies the technique of elision again in Row #5 (m. 34, beat 3 – m. 41), where 
the first pitch (A4) of this second statement of I9 also acts as the final pitch of the preceding row. 
This concluding presentation of the row, a retrograde (R0) version of the opening P0 statement 
from measures 2 to 8, acts as a unifying formal device, where the voice ends with the beginning 
pitch, E5,
150
 as follows: 
 
Row #5 (R0, retrograde version of P0): 
A Db Eb C Bb Ab B F# G F D E 
[5, 9, 11, 8, 6, 4, 7, 2, 3, 1, 10, 0]  
 
 
                                                        
150 Hart, 30. 
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Example 72. Barbara Pentland, “Let the Harp Speak,” mm. 33 – 41 
 
 “Let the Harp Speak” involves a wide vocal range with large, disjunct leaps, pointillistic, 
atonal melodies, and syncopated and other complex rhythms – as is the case with all three songs 
of Three Sung Songs. The soprano will likely appreciate Pentland’s textual sensitivity, such as 
with her poetically inspired melismatic passages, applied with more frequency than in the two 
other songs of the cycle. This song requires a singer who possesses an assured low register, an 
ease within the medium-low tessitura, and an ability to negotiate both sustained phrasing and 
passages requiring more agility, such as at measures 24 to 25, with its accented grace note on 
“my” and quick sixteenth notes on “heart” (see ‘Example 69’). In addition to these vocal 
demands, the soprano must also give special attention to the staccato, accent and tenuto 
markings, dynamic indications, and ‘special’ articulatory instructions, as seen in measure 30 
112 
 
(“hold ‘ng’ = hum”; see ‘Example 67’), as they help to give emphasis and convey the 
composer’s interpretation of the text.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
ICE AGE 
 
Ice Age, for soprano and piano, was composed in 1986 and is the last work Pentland 
wrote for voice. She chose to set a poem, written in 1975, by Dorothy Livesay (1909 – 1996), a 
fellow Winnipeger born just three years before Pentland.
151
 Livesay is perhaps “best known as a 
strong sensitive poet dealing as capably with public and political issues as with personal and 
intimate emotion and reflection.”152 In addition, she – like Pentland – lived a life of commitment 
to such issues as militarization, women’s experience and environmental concerns.153 Livesay 
also settled in Vancouver and taught at the University of British Columbia, as Pentland did; quite 
possibly, this physical proximity – coupled with their similar life experiences and interests in 
history, politics and the environment – inspired these two women to collaborate on three 
significant vocal works over the ensuing decades: The Lake (1952), a one-act thirty-minute opera 
interpreting the interactions between early settlers of British Columbia and its First Nations 
inhabitants; Disasters of the Sun (1977), a large-scale dramatic work for voice and chamber 
ensemble that explicitly explores gender issues; and, finally, Ice Age.
154
  
In reference to Lee Briscoe Thompson’s comprehensive analysis entitled Dorothy 
Livesay, Carolyn Hart discusses Ice Age as expressing the Cold War mentality, rooted in both 
helplessness and the fear of devastation to mankind and the planet – an alarming threat posed 
                                                        
151 “Dorothy Livesay,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, accessed on September 30, 2015, 
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/dorothy-livesay/. 
152 Ibid. 
153 Owen Underhill, “Connection, Influence, and Commitment – Part I,” Turning Point Ensemble 
(blog), Owen Underhill, November 7, 2012, http://turningpointensemble.ca/connection-influence-
and-commitment-part-1/. 
154 Ibid. 
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throughout this “nuclear winter” of the second half of the 20th century.155 Livesay’s poem is as 
follows: 
Ice Age 
In this coming cold 
devouring our wheat fields  
and Russia’s 
there’ll be no shadow  
nor sign of shadow 
all cloud, shroud 
endless rain  
eternal snow 
 
In this coming cold 
which we have fashioned 
out of our vain jet-pride, 
the supersonic planes 
will shriek destruction 
upon the benign 
yin yang 
ancient and balanced universe 
 
Worse than an animal 
man tortures his prey 
given sun’s energy 
and fire’s blaze 
he has ripped away 
leaf 
                   bird 
                          flower 
 is moving to destroy 
 the still centre 
 heart’s power. 
 
 Now who among us 
 will lift a finger 
 to declare I am of God, good? 
 Who among us 
 dares to be righteous?
156
  
  
                                                        
155 Hart, 38. 
156 Dorothy Livesay, The Self-Completing Tree (Vancouver: Beach Holme Publishing, 1999), 233. 
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Although Pentland was not personally involved in social activism in a political sense, she 
was certainly a humanist and an engaged artist, deeply affected by political and environmental 
developments.
157
 This engagement is unequivocally present in her dramatic musical illustration 
of the poem’s chilling nuclear war imagery, where “Livesay’s visceral personal style and her 
proactive social justice viewpoint [have] a direct link with [the composer’s] voice in her final 
period.”158  
Ice Age is a substantial work, lasting approximately 7 minutes and 45 seconds. Of all the 
pieces discussed in this performance guide, this song has the largest range, spanning two octaves, 
from C4 to C6 (alternate range: C4 – Ab5), as well as the widest tessitura, from approximately 
E4 to G#5. These three elements alone – the song’s length, range and tessitura – indicate the 
stamina needed to perform this piece successfully; Ice Age should be reserved for advanced 
singers only. 
The music illustrates the helpless, fearsome ‘nuclear winter scene’, starting in the 
opening piano introduction, where both hands play a desolate-sounding chord cluster on the 
downbeat of the first measure (Pentland indicates that the cluster be articulated in a “thick” and 
“soft” manner), followed by the right-hand articulating a jarring, unsettling D4 on beat three, 
played sforzando (with sudden emphasis). In addition, the heavily pedaled sonority during these 
opening measures, as well as throughout the majority of the piece, creates an eerie ‘wash’ of 
sound that accentuates the overall poetic atmosphere.   
Pentland makes use of serial technique in Ice Age, however her approach is much freer in 
this later work than in Three Sung Songs from two decades prior. For instance, following the 
piano introduction, the voice part presents the opening pitch class set at mm. 4 – 6, which 
                                                        
157 Owen Underhill, “Connection, Influence, and Commitment – Part I.” 
158 Ibid. 
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contains just four notes: D – E – F – C. In the absolute pitch method, these note names are 
numerically written as [2, 4, 5, 0], where the prime and inversion rows are based on their starting 
pitch, as opposed to the traditional method, where P0 is used for the first row encountered in the 
composition
159
 (as was used in the previous chapter, Three Sung Songs). This four-note set 
reappears in varied form two additional times during the work, transposed upward by one 
semitone at mm. 32 – 34, [3, 5, 6, 1], then by another semitone at mm. 57 – 59, [4, 6, 7, 2] (see 
‘Example 75’, mm. 4 – 6; ‘Examples 73’, mm. 32 – 35; and ‘Example 78’, mm. 57 - 59). This 
process of identification and labeling of pitch class sets is referred to as segmentation.
160
 
  
 
Example 73. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 32 – 35 
                                                        
159 “Two Methods for Labeling Rows,” Paul Nelson, Twelve Tone Matrix Calculator, accessed on 
October 2, 2015, http://composertools.com/Tools/matrix/MatrixCalc.html. 
160 Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music, 2nd ed. (New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 1999), 186.   
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I am in agreement with Carolyn Hart’s analysis of the song’s formal structure: 
“Interspersed between the opening material are sections contrasting material, creating a [seven-
part] Rondo form”161: A   B   A1   C   A
2   
D   A
3   
Coda, as follows: 
Section A:  mm. 1 – 13 
Section B:  mm. 14 – 30 
Section A
1
:  mm. 31 – 39 
Section C:  mm. 40 – 54 
Section A
2
:  mm. 55 – 62 
Section D:  mm. 63 – 80 
Section A
3
:  mm. 81 – 93 
Coda:   mm. 94 – 101 
 
The sections are each introduced by a piano interlude of a few measures and are distinguished 
from one another by tonality, motivic material and pitch-class set content.
162
 Hart perceptively 
identifies the opening twelve-tone structure spread over the first 9 and ¾ measures of section A. 
The piano introduction (mm. 1 – 3) sounds pitch classes [8, 3, 2, 4, 0, 5, 6, 10] (in the order 
written); pitches from the introduction then reappear at measure 4 through to the 3
rd
 beat of 
measure 8, first in the voice part with [2, 4, 5, 0] (as discussed above) (m. 4 – m. 6, beat 3), 
followed by the piano’s augmented hexachord [2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 0] (m. 6, beat 4 – m. 8); lastly, the 
voice part at the words, “devouring our wheat” (m. 8, beat 2 – m. 10, beat 3), presents pitches E, 
C# and A [11, 1, 9] – the completion of the twelve-tone aggregate.163 
                                                        
161 Hart, 39.  
162 Ibid., 39. 
163 Ibid., 40. 
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Example 74. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 1 – 10 
 
To accentuate formal sectional delineations, the piano interludes often feature new pitch 
class content that carries over into the ensuing vocal entrance, in imitative fashion. For example, 
it is clear that the B section begins at measure 14, for the piano interlude (mm. 14 – 15) presents 
new pitch class material with its broken chord, ordered [2, 6, 1, 0, 7, 4, 3]. 
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Example 75. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 11 – 15 
 
Hart also observes the prevalent motive of a descending minor third [0, 11, 8] in the B 
section, which serves to further distinguish it from other sections of the song; she refers to this 
falling interval (C – B – Ab) as the “‘rain’ motive,” used by Pentland in direct response to the 
text (see ‘Example 76’; ‘Example 83’, m. 29 (voice part); and ‘Example 77’).164  
 
Example 76. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 23 – 24 (right-hand piano) 
                                                        
164 Hart, 41.  
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Example 77. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, m. 29 (left-hand piano) 
  
A markedly distinctive feature appears in Section C, following the return to the opening 
material in Section A
1
, starting at measure 47. The first seven measures (mm. 40 – 46) feature 
‘destructive sounding’ musical material on the line, “the supersonic planes will shriek 
destruction upon the benign,” featuring minor and heavily chromatic harmonies, shuddering 
dotted rhythms, staccato vocal articulation, and a crescendo to forte on “shriek,” followed by a 
forceful Sprechstimme shout on the word, “destruction.” A striking harmonic and dynamic 
contrast, then, occurs at measures 47 to 54, in support of the gentle phrase, “yin yang ancient and 
balanced universe”; at this point, the piano plays slower-moving, consonant open fifths and 
fourths, in a soft, tranquillo (tranquil) manner underneath a sustained, similarly piano vocal line, 
expressing wholeness, balance and calmness – a momentary relief from the intense and severe 
musical and poetic illustrations of nuclear destruction, which returns again at Section A
2
, starting 
at m. 55. 
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Example 78. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 41 – 59  
 
 Another interesting moment in the song occurs in Section D, as appropriately identified 
by Hart:  
“[At measures 75 to 80, the] augmented and minor intervals…are sharply contrasted with 
the [previously presented] “yin yang” (perfect fourths and fifths) material…, when the text shifts 
[from “is moving to destroy”] to “the still centre heart’s power”. A reprise is foreshadowed when 
Pentland presents opening pitches from the A material at [P0] {0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10} in the piano (on 
the word “centre”) in m. 76. Perhaps Pentland is pointing out that this A material is the musical 
centre of the song.”165  
 
                                                        
165 Hart, 45. 
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Example 79. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 75 – 80  
 
 After the final A section (Section A
3), which also includes “ying yang” material, at 
measures 91 to 93, that serves to accentuate the wholesome nature of the question, “I am of God 
good?”, comes the ‘Coda’, as identified by Hart.166 These concluding eight measures (mm. 94 – 
101) are appropriately designated as such, for musical material from various sections of the song 
are encapsulated within it, such as the augmented and minor intervals, as well as the consonant 
                                                        
166 Hart, 46. 
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“ying yang” perfect fourths and fifths, shown in measures 100 to 101 of the final phrase, as 
follows:
167
  
 
Example 80. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 100 – 101 
  
This concluding question, “Who among us dares to be righteous?” sums up the mood of 
desperation that dominates Livesay’s poem. Pentland shows pronounced sensitivity to the poetic 
atmosphere, as the above examples show. The singer performing this piece will surely appreciate 
Pentland’s setting of the vocal line, for the composer’s choices of melodic contour and phrasing, 
dynamics, and rhythmic articulation consistently serve to illustrate the poetic atmosphere and 
textual details, all while being fully supported by the accompaniment. 
Like Song Cycle and Three Sung Songs, Pentland opts for wide-leaping, disjunct vocal 
lines. For instance, at the mm. 60 – 61, Pentland illustrates the word “tortures” – from the phrase, 
“man tortures his prey” – with a harrowing ascending leap of a major 7th from A4 to Ab5, 
accentuated by rubato (stolen time) and a quick crescendo to forte, before ‘falling away’ with a 
diminuendo to mezzo-piano that leads into “his prey,” effectively representing the victim’s 
                                                        
167 Hart, 46. 
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sudden, cruel death.  
 
Example 81. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 60 – 63 
  
 Pentland, again, writes an ascending major 7
th
 in the vocal line at mm. 87 – 88, from C4 
to B4, at the words, “a finger,” in the phrase, “Now who among us will lift a finger to declare I 
am of God good?” This upward melodic contour acts to musically demonstrate the lifting motion 
of the finger.  
 
Example 82. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 87 – 88 
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With the senses and sounds of the poetry always of prime concern to Pentland, it is not 
surprising that specific words are musically heightened at numerous moments throughout the 
song. A particularly descriptive ‘text-painting’ moment occurs at mm. 25 to 28 on the words, 
“endless rain eternal.” With liberamente (free-like) quality and forte dynamic, the singer presents 
a descending melismatic passage on “rain,” spanning an interval of a major 7th and punctuated by 
agile grace notes and staccatos. Two quarter rests follow (m. 27), before the singer re-enters on 
“eternal,” accentuated with a “stretched” tonal indication, tenuto markings and a fermata 
(holding) on the final syllable. In a 2008 recording of Ice Age,
168
 soprano, Patricia Green 
(accompanied by Midori Koga) sings “end- ” of “endless” on Ab4, rather than Pentland’s 
indicated Ab5 (seemingly a personal modification, rather than an option provided by the 
composer), then opts for Pentland’s suggested alternative of the less vocally-demanding Ab5 on 
the downbeat of measure 26 (“rain”) instead of the high C6.  
 
Example 83. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 25 – 28 
  
                                                        
168 Barbara Pentland, “Ice Age,” Patricia Green (mezzo-soprano), Midori Koga (piano), The Ice Age 
and Beyond, Blue Griffin Recording, 2009, MP3 file, downloaded November 29, 2014, iTunes. 
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Another striking example of text-painting occurs at measures 65 to 68 on the phrase, 
“given sun’s energy and fire’s blaze.” Pentland instructs the singer to crescendo and leap upward 
a major 6
th
 to an accented “sun,” indicating its height in the sky and its importance to human life. 
The subsequent word, “energy,” is emphasized with another accent on the first syllable “en- ” 
and staccato articulation on “en-er- ”. Following this comes a dramatic upward leap to a high 
Bb5 – F5 – Ab5 on the word, “fire’s blaze” – again referencing the intensity of the sun – before 
the singer carries the word “blaze” over the barline with a descending lento portamento (slow-
moving slide) and finishes it with an improvised repeated voiced [z] for approximately 2 beats 
(Pentland indicates “ad. lib.” on the downbeat of measure 68). 
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Example 84. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 65 – 74 
  
The previous example exhibits one of several instances of aleatoric experimentation in 
Pentland’s setting of Ice Age, where she allows the performer to take on a more creative 
responsibility in performance; the realization of certain elements of the song are left up to the 
singer to determine, as he or she interprets them. Also dealing with enunciation (like the above 
instance with “blaze”), at m. 29 Pentland instructs that “snow” be sung with an antecedent “(s-
s)”; exactly how long this unvoiced sibilant should sound is left up to the performer. Also in that 
measure, the singer is asked to sing the F5 on the third beat of the measure a “1/4 tone & below”; 
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again, the soprano must estimate her flattening of the tone by twenty-five percent (see ‘Example 
77’). 
 Quarter-tones are applied at other moments as well, such as at measure 57 on the word 
“worse” of the phrase, “worse than an animal”; the singer, again, must alter the accented F5 on 
the second beat by twenty-five percent, but this time it may be done either above or below the 
note (Pentland indicates, “1/4 t. above/below”). This ‘bending’ of the note intensifies the cruel 
character of the word, as does the tenuto indication on the downbeat (see ‘Example 78’, m. 57).
 A particularly notable moment of aleatoric freedom and experimentation of new timbres 
occurs at measures 91 to 93, where the soprano must execute the extended vocal technique of 
singing into the strings of the piano, while the piano holds its chromatic chord throughout the 
phrase, using a depressed, sustained pedal. As the strings are not dampened, the audible 
sympathetic vibrations produced in the piano result in a sound effect that well supports the text; 
it creates an impression of an otherworldly, celestial realm associated with God, while Pentland’s 
placement of “God” on the highest note of the phrase, A5, references His position in the 
heavenly kingdom. 
 
Example 85. Barbara Pentland, Ice Age, mm. 90 – 93 
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  The previous example clearly exhibits the pianist’s collaborative role with the singer in 
exploiting new timbres. Another notable instance of this may be found at measures 44 to 45, 
where the left hand, starting on the second beat of the measure, plays – with a “loose hand” – an 
elongated low-register chord cluster, again pedaled throughout; this mass of unspecified notes is 
indicated by open, square note heads. With the piano still resonating this textural block of sound, 
the singer then enters on the fourth beat in a mezzo forte dynamic on the word, “destruction”; the 
latter two syllables (“-struc-tion”) in measure 45, previously discussed, are presented with a 
“half-spoken” quality (in actuality, a ‘half-shouted’ quality, due to the louder dynamic level) – an 
effective colouring of the word itself. Although the use of Sprechstimme is not new, per say, at 
this point in Pentland’s career – for she incorporated it sparingly in Three Sung Songs twenty 
years’ prior – it is among a variety of modern twentieth-century compositional techniques that 
Pentland felt free to use as needed, when the text called her to do so – undeniably, a flexible 
approach (see ‘Example 78’, mm. 44 – 45). 
Like the previous work, Three Sung Songs, Ice Age features predominantly short, 
rhythmically disjunct melodic lines separated by numerous rests. Although this compositional 
style fittingly parallels the brevity of Livesay’s poetic lines, the singer may find it challenging to 
create the impression of long phrasing, with energy moving across the rests, thereby ‘bridging 
the gap’ between the lines. It is essential that the soprano be tonally sensitive in order that the 
often single, isolated melodic notes – as measures 69 to 74 clearly exhibit – are allowed a 
moment to register to the listener’s ear before the subsequent note begins to sound; by permitting 
such distance, these notes adopt a distinctive presence of their own, as does the interval between 
them (see ‘Example 84’, mm. 69 – 74) 
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Ice Age, as mentioned early on in the chapter, is a rather lengthy work, with an extensive 
range and tessitura. In addition to these features, the song’s chromatic, atonal melodies, complex 
rhythms, coloristic effects – such as ornamental quarter-tones as a means of text-painting – and 
moments of aleatoric writing, which bring about new and innovative sounds, require a soprano 
with advanced vocal technique, a well-developed ear, and sufficient stamina. In addition to these 
vocal demands, the soprano must also give proper consideration to the numerous accents, 
staccatos and tenuto markings, dynamic distinctions, and specific articulatory indications in 
order that Pentland’s ‘musical translation’ of Livesay’s dramatic and expressive poem be well-
executed on the performance stage. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Over the course of her near-sixty year career, Canadian composer Barbara Pentland 
(1912 – 2000) wrote works appropriate for all voice types – many of which are suitable to the 
soprano fach – in combination with a number of instrumental forces. As exhibited in this 
performance guide, her songs display careful attention to text setting, emotional and dramatic 
content, and a shifting musical style influenced by the approaches of several prominent 
composers, some of which she studied with directly, or with their pupils. Included among these 
names are French romanticists, César Franck and Vincent d’Indy; neoclassical composer Aaron 
Copland; and serialists of the Second Viennese School, Arnold Schoenberg and Anton Webern. 
Additionally, Pentland’s lifelong quest to achieve modernity in her writing led her to experiment 
with freer serial and aleatoric techniques in her later years of composition. With the quality of 
content displayed in Pentland’s music, it is unfortunate that her solo vocal music has been largely 
neglected; her songs deserve greater attention through performance and study. 
 Pentland’s songs for solo voice featured in this document are in English or English 
translation, deriving from Canadian (Song Cycle and Ice Age), British (Ruins), and ancient 
Chinese (Three Sung Songs) poetry. As her music is text-driven, poetirc interpretation should, 
perhaps, be given the foremost consideration in study of her works. Throughout her songs, 
Pentland uses an array of compositional devices to emphasize the words and aid the performer in 
expressing textual meaning, likely as an attempt to make the words – and their significance – 
easier for the audience to comprehend. To further increase comprehensibility in her songs, the 
texts are set, primarily, in a syllabic manner, with few poetically inspired melismatic exceptions 
(Ice Age shows the most amount of melismatic writing out of all ten songs discussed). With the 
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music’s primary role of serving the poetry, it is not surprising that all ten works surveyed in this 
performance guide conclude with the text; there are no piano postludes. 
 Pentland consistently uses the accompaniment to support the poetry and aid in creating 
the mood of each piece, whether that be by means of pervasive chromaticism, thick chordal 
texture and a rich, dramatic use of harmony, as in the late nineteenth-century romantic style of 
Ruins; using a linear, contrapuntal style that interacts with, and at times imitates, the vocal line, 
as is notable in Song Cycle and Three Sung Songs; or exploring textural blocks of sounds and 
pedalling techniques – new timbres presented in Ice Age.  
 Pentland’s vocal lines are rather challenging to negotiate, given that their contours are 
primarily wide-leaping and disjunct (Ruins being less so,) and all ten songs in this document 
feature melodies displaying ample chromaticism. Yet, despite these challenges, the vocal lines 
are, by and large, conducive to textual comprehension – a welcome support to the soprano. 
While the ranges are quite considerable in all ten songs, the melodies are focused in a medium 
tessitura, with the exception of Ice Age, which is, perhaps, the most vocally challenging of the 
songs examined in this performance guide. It should be emphasized that, when high notes do 
occur, they are typically present in especially dramatic portions of phrases, at moments where the 
risk of impeding text comprehensibility is relatively low.  
 The harmonic language of Pentland’s songs is varied, ranging from dense, chromatic and 
meandering harmonic texture (Ruins), to sparse, linear, predominantly contrapuntal texture, also 
with ambiguous tonal language (Song Cycle), to an atonal style with a highly economical, 
pointillistic quality (Three Sung Songs), and then, finally, to a textural approach featuring 
colouristic piano pedalling, blocks of sounds, and clusters underneath an atonal vocal line that is 
freer in application and incorporates aleatoric experimentation. With the exception of Ruins, 
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Pentland’s harmonic language is complicated due to the lack of key signature. Pentland makes 
some use of meter changes (as evident in Song Cycle), and rhythmic vitality – often complex, 
with syncopations – is a common thread throughout the majority of these works and often aid in 
enhancing imagery in the text. Motivic unity is also a trait found throughout most of these songs, 
with a substantial amount of imitation occurring between the voice and piano parts.  
There are several musical devices that Pentland uses to enhance dramatic effect that 
should be considered when preparing her songs. For example, she makes frequent use of 
dynamic contrast and accents to emphasize important words in the poetry. Additional markings, 
such as staccato and tenuto, further enhance dramatic effect, and Pentland occasionally requires 
the singer to use extended vocal sounds, as shown in Ice Age, with its quarter-tone 
ornamentation, Sprechstimme, and coloristic effects (i.e. singing into the piano) to enrich the 
musical style. The composer also makes use of specific written directions to the singer to 
enhance drama, also evident in Ice Age, where she gives the singer the instructions, “stretch 
tone” and “menacing.” Such directions serve to guide the soprano in creating his or her unique 
interpretations of Pentland’s settings. 
In exploring selected major works for voice and piano by Barbara Pentland, one can only 
hope that this worthy repertoire – that which is suitable for the soprano fach – will receive 
greater attention and study. Despite the shifts in compositional style during the course of her 
career, Pentland’s songs consistently feature quality content, from her earliest writing to her 
latest achievements. They certainly deserve greater attention in the realm of contemporary vocal 
music in Canada and should hold a more prominent place in Canadian recital halls and on the 
international stage. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
DISCOGRAPHY OF CURRENT RECORDINGS OF WORKS  
FOR VOICE AND PIANO 
 
The following recordings (in alphabetical order) are available from: 
Canadian Music Centre 
CMC National Office 
20 St. Joseph Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4Y 1J9 
Phone: (416) 961-6601 
Email: info@musiccentre.ca 
Website: https://www.musiccentre.ca 
 
Anthology of Canadian Music / Anthologie de la musique canadienne: Barbara Pentland 
Year of Release: 1986 
Record Label: Canada: Radio Canada International 
on the vinyl LP “Sung Songs Nos. 4 and 5” 
Phyllis Mailing, mezzo-soprano and William Aide, piano 
Call Number: ACM 25 
 
Barbara Pentland: Canadian Composer Portraits 
Year of Release: 2003 
Record Label: Centrediscs / Centredisques 
on the CD “Sung Songs Nos. 4 and 5” 
Phyllis Mailing, mezzo-soprano and William Aide, piano 
Call Number: CD 814 
 
Diana Gilchrist Sings Songs of Canada 
Year of Release: 1999 
Record Label: Carleton Sound 
on the CD “Ruins (Ypres, 1917)” 
Diana Gilchrist, coloratura soprano and Shelley Katz, piano 
Call Number: CD 604 
 
Disasters of the Sun 
Year of Release: 2006 
Record Label: Centrediscs / Centredisques 
on the CD “Disasters of the Sun” 
Judith Forst, mezzo-soprano, Turning Point Ensemble and Owen Underhill, conductor 
Call Number: CD 1087 
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Musique: Songs for Parlour and Stage 
Year of Release: 2012 
Record Label: Carleton Sound 
on the CD “A Lavender Lady” 
Gloria Jean Nagy, soprano and Elaine Keillor, piano 
SKU: CD-CSCD 1011 
 
Songs of North 
Year of Release: 2008 
Record Label: Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 
on the CD “Ice Age” 
Sophie Bouffard, soprano   David L. McIntyre, piano 
Call Number: CD 1247 
 
The Bliss of Solitude: Canadian Art Song 
Year of Release: 2011 
Record Label: Alberta Keys Publishing 
on the CD “Item, to Yacum-tecum” 
Carolyn Hart, soprano and Daniel Paul Horn, piano 
Call Number: CD 1509 
 
The Ice Age And Beyond: Songs By Canadian Women Composers 
Year of Release: 2010 
Record Label: Blue Griffin Recording 
on the CD “Sung Songs Nos. 3, 4 & 5” and “Ice Age” 
Patricia Green, mezzo-soprano and Midori Koga, piano    
Call Number: CD 1306 
 
Quatrains 
Year of Release: 1983 
Record Label: Centrediscs / Centredisques 
on the vinyl LP “Sung Songs Nos. 4 and 5” 
Phyllis Mailing, mezzo-soprano and William Aide, piano 
Call Number: R323 
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APPENDIX B 
 
PUBLISHED SCORES OF WORKS FOR SOLO VOICE(S) CURRENTLY  
AVAILABLE FROM THE CANADIAN MUSIC CENTRE 
 
Printed scores of the following compositions (in alphabetical order) may be borrowed or 
purchased from: 
 
Canadian Music Centre 
CMC National Office 
20 St. Joseph Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4Y 1J9 
Phone: (416) 961-6601 
Email: info@musiccentre.ca 
Website: https://www.musiccentre.ca 
 
At Early Dawn 
Composition Date: 1945 
Genre: Tenor, Flute and Cello 
Text by Hsiang Hao 
Translated from Chinese into English by Clara M. Candlin 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1213 P419at 
 
A Lavender Lady  
Composition Date: 1932 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Piano 
Text by George Herbert Clarke 
Publisher: Canadian Musical Heritage Society Series 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419la2 2003  
or 
Publisher: Clifford Ford Publications 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419la 
 
Ballad  
Composition Date: 1979 
Genre: Soprano and Violin 
Text: Anonymous 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1103 P419ba 
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Disasters of the Sun 
Composition Date: 1976 
Genre: Mezzo-Soprano, Flute, Clarinet, Horn, 2 Percussion, Piano, Tape, Violin, Viola, and 
Violincello 
Text by Dorothy Livesay 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1975 p419di 
 
Ice Age 
Composition Date: 1986 
Genre: Soprano and Piano 
Text by Dorothy Livesay 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419ic 
 
News 
Composition Date: 1970 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Orchestra or Unspecified Voice, Tape and Orchestra 
Text by Dorothy Livesay 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1975 P419ne 
 
Ruins (Ypres, 1917) 
Composition Date: 1932 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Piano 
Text by George Herbert Clarke 
Publisher: Canadian Musical Heritage Society Series 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419ru2 2003 
 
Song Cycle 
Composition Date: 1945 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Piano 
Text by Anne Marriott 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419so 
 
Sung Songs no. 4 and 5 
Composition Date: 1971 
Genre: Medium Voice and Piano 
Text by H’sin Ch’i Chi 
Translated from Chinese into English by Clara M. Candlin 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419su 
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The Lake 
Composition Date: 1952 
Revised: 1977 
Genre: One-Act Opera for Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass and Chamber Orchestra 
Text by Dorothy Livesay 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 7700 P419la 
 
Three Sung Songs 
Composition Date: 1964 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Piano 
Text by Huang T’Ing Chien, Hsin Ch’i-Chi and Yen Chi-tao 
Translated from Chinese into English by Clara M. Candlin 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MV 1101 P419th 
 
The following work for solo voice and piano is currently unavailable, as of October 7
th
, 2015: 
Mutations 
Composition Date: 1972 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and Piano 
Text: Unlisted 
Publisher: Canadian Music Centre 
Call Number: MI 3213 P419mu 
 
The following solo vocal works (1932-79) are manuscripts; they are not available to borrow, nor 
purchase, from the Canadian Music Centre, and specific information pertaining to poetic sources 
and instrumentation is limited, as follows: 
 
The Cottager to Her Infant 
Composition Date: 1929 
 
Aveu fleuri 
Composition Date: 1930 
 
Lament 
Composition Date: 1934 
Genre: Unspecified Voice and String Quartet 
 
They Are Not Long 
Composition Date: 1935 
 
Starless Night 
Composition Date: 1937 
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The Mask 
Composition Date: 1938 
 
Unvanquished 
Composition Date: 1940 
 
 
 
 
 
